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Clemson College is participating "Crusade for Freedom" and Radio Free Europe this week with the showing
of two movies, to be shown for the last time after supper
tonight. During this annual observance week, Feb. 25—
March 2, every Clemson student should make an effort
to join hands in this fight against Communism.

jT

Note Letter by
Charles Daniel on Page 3.
rope Press set in the background
of Eastern European developments. It includes dramatic
sceens of the recent Hungarian
revolution, and the Poznan
trials.
Crusade for Freedom is much
more than just the Hungarian
revolution or the Polish revolt.
It incompasses Bulgaria, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
and Poland. These nations,
whose total population is approximately 80,000,000, were occupied by Russia at the close of
World War II. Since then, the
Communists 'HaW" Controlled,
without restraint, all social, political, and economic standards
of these peoples.
The Crusade for Freedom
started in 1950, as a privately

Col. Douglas Is
Summer Deputy
Camp Director
Col. George A. Douglas, Clemson PMS and T, will be the Deputy Camp Commander at Fort
Campbell, Ky., during the summer ROTC camp. ROTC students from the Second and Fifth
Army Areas will be assigned
to Fort Campbell for summer
camp training.
Col. Douglas was Deputy
Camp Commander at the same
post during the summer of 1955
and was to have held the same
position last summer, but the
camp was cancelled due to an
insufficient number of students.
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Clemson Participates In
"Crusade For Freedom"
Clemson College, taking part
in this universal crusade, is
featuring two film presentations.
The two films—both depicting
the political and social history of
Eastern European Nations since
1945, but distinctly different in
pictorial coverage — will be
shown, for the convenience of
the students of Clemson College, at six o'clock this evening,
in the Chemistry Auditorium.
"The Big Lie", which includes
films made by the Communists
themselves, deals with the Reds'
propaganda war on the West and
what Radio Free Europe and
Free Europe Press are doing to
combat these attacks.
"Lifeline to Freedom" is a recent report on the activities of
Radio Free Europe and Free Eu-
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sponsored organization of the
American peoples. Its objective
is to carry news, that is not distorted, to these controlled and
propagandised peoples. To the
freedom-loving people of Eastern Europe, Radio Free Europe
and Free Europe Press represent schools, theaters, churches,
and libraries, as well as news
stations.
The RFE beams its broadcasts
of truth and hope to these nations 3,000 hours a week. A recent survey among 500 Hungarian refugees showed that over
90% were regular listeners of
the RFE signals.
Money will be collected during the week to go to the "Crusade for Freedom" to aid in advancing democracy in Europe.
Remember, last movie TONIGHT 6:00, Chemistry Auditorium.

Last Chance For
Viewing Freedom
Films Is Tonight
Tonight will be the last night
that two films sponsored by the
RADIO FREE EUROPE and
CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM organizations will be shown. The
films will be shown at 6:00 tonight in the Chemistry Auditorium.
One film, "The Big Lie",
should be of special interest
since it was made by the Communists, in Russia. It shows
their great concern for the blows
for freedom being struck by
Radio Free Europe. The film
depicts the actions being taken
by the Russians as they try to
combat the tremendous power of
Radio Free Europe.
The second film, "Lifeline to
Freedom", is a pictorial report
on the effects upon the captive
people that Radio Free Europe
is accomplishing. This report
includes films of the recent Hungarian Revolution and the Poznan Trials.
There is no admission charge
for these films, but various organizations on campus will have
ushers at the door to accept any
contribution that the student
would care to make. These
contributions are voluntary.
The films are definitely entertaining as well as being educational and will be shown
for the last time tonight in the
Chemistry Auditorium at 6:00.

Dr. Harold Hughes
Will Address Local
Unitarians Sunday
Dr. Harold K. Hughes, of
Rock Hill, South Carolina will
address the Clemson Unitarian
Fellowship at 11 a. m. Sunday,
March 3, at their regular meeting held at the YMCA. His subject will be "This We Believe."
The public is invited.
Rr. Hughes, lay speaker, is a
member of the Monroe, North
Carolina Unitarian Fellowship.
He is connected c with the textile industry at Rock Hill. He
was formerly with the Celanese
Corporation of America in Summit, New Jersey. In this capacity he attended the Fifth
Annual Conference of the Textile Division of the American
Society for Quality Control in
Clemson last year. At that time
he addressed the local fellowship on "Business, Leadership
and Religious Values." Dr.
Hughes has the master's and
doctor's degrees in physics from
Columbia University.
With their two daughters, Dr.
and Mrs. Hughes will be entertained while in Clemson at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Bregger.

Second Semester
Enrollment Is
Second Highest
Second semester enrollment at
Clemson College is 3,210, Registrar Kenneth Vickery reported
today.
It is the highest second semester enrollment here since 194748, when 3,237 attended. The
1957 figure represents an increase of 273, or nine percent
over the 2,937 enrolled second
semester a year ago.
There are only 73 fewer students than in first semester.
This is a continuation of a trend
begun in 1954-55, when the
change in enrollment between
semesters, exclusive of midyear graduates, registered for
the first time on the "plus side".
Vickery announced 123 new
students, 154 former students,
2,913 continuing students, and 20
off-campus students. Coed enrollment increased from 68, in
first semester, to 71, including
eight new students.

Elections Held
By Nu Epsilon
% Officers
Nu Epsilon Fraternity held its
annual election at their last
meeting on 4 February 57. The
new officers for the coming year
are: President, Charles J. Agro,
Industrial Management senior
from White Plains, New York;
Secretary-Treasurer, Richard J.
Adamek, Architecture sophomore from Byram, Connecticut;
Athletic Director, Thomas G.
Corrado, Vocational Agricultural
Education, sophomore from Paterson, New Jersey.
Social Director, John B. Beall,
Mechanical Engineering sophomore from Chicago, Illinois; and
Chairman of Clemson Service
Committee, L. Wilson Foster
from Columbia, South Carolina,
Industrial Management senior.
At the next regular meeting,
which will be held on 4 March
'57 in Club Room No. 1 at the
Student Center, the candidates
for membership will be accepted
into the organization if they
meet the requirements for membership. It is, therefore, very
important that these candidates
be present at this meeting if
they have any intentions of becoming members of the organization.
This will be the ONLY meeting for this semester that these
candidates will be able to have
the privilege of becoming
"Pledges" and then members of
the organization. Should any of
these candidates fail to attend
this meeting, for any reason at
all, they will be forced to wait
until next semester to reapply
for membership into the organization. Nu Epsilon will only
accept new members ONCE a
semester.

The Coker College Glee Club from Hartsville will give a concert at Clemson College next Tuesday on a week-long tour of
11 Carolina communities. This annual spring concert trek by
the girls' chorus of some 35 voices is their first under the direc-

Iplay And Other
Organizations Give
Books To Library

Three books have been presented to the Clemson College
Library in memory of the late
Dr. Rupert H. Fike, founder of
the Clemson IPTAY Club.
They are "In His Steps" by
Charles M. Sheldon, from Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Gresham; Allison Danzig's "History of American Football" and "My Favorite Football Stories," edited by
H. E. Grange, from Miss Eleanor Fike.
Mrs. Eytine Long Evans, Atlanta authoress and mother of
John Marshall Evans, Clemson
class of 1957, has presented a
documental "History of the Long
Family, Switzerland to South
Carolina." Her book deals
with the Long (Lang) family of
Newberry, Edgefield and Saluda Counties, including many
allied families.
Other library gifts include six
additions to the C. H. Bovell
collection and a history of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy by the John C. Calhoun
Dr. J. H. Sams, dean of en- chapter of the UDC.
gineering at Clemson College,
opens a week-long tour of duty
Thursday for the American Society of Mechanical Engineers.
A newly-elected vice-president, Dean Sams will present
the ASME charter to the Northwest Florida Section at Pensacola, Thursday, and attend a semiannual meeting of vice-presiA Christian Actions Conferdents in New Orleans, Saturday ence will be led by Dr. Stewart
and Sunday. Next week he will A. Newman, a native of Texas,
visit student sections of the at the Clemson Baptist Church
ASME at Mississippi State at on March second and third with
State College Monday, and at "The Christian and the Race
the University of Alabama at Problem" as the theme of the
Tuscaloosa Tuesday.
conference.
Dr. Newman was graduated
from Hardin Simmons University and from Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary
with- a ThD degree. He was
professor of Philosophy of Religion at the Fort Worth Seminary for seventeen years.
Also, he was associated with
the committee of the Southern
Baptist Convention on Negro
Ministerial Education for twelve
years and during that time
served as chairman of a joint
commission, composed of representatives of the American
Baptist Convention, the National
Baptist Convention, and the
Southern Baptist Convention,
which made a survey of Negro
Baptist Church Life and Leadership for the United States.
In the words of Dr. Newman
Bride", a Bohemian folk opera; his "contacts with the whole
4) Tachaikowsky's overture- area of Negro Education and
Race Relations have been pracfantasia, "Romeo and Juliet."
tical. It has been an active personal interest rather than an official connection that I have enjoyed with the entire subject."
Conferences will be held from
2:00 until 4:00 on Saturday afternoon and from 6:15 until 8:15
Saturday evening. Dr. Newman
will be the guest speaker for
the Morning service on Sunday
morning.
Visitors from the student
body, faculty, and townspeople are invited.

Dean J. H. Sams
Begins ASME Tour
Of Duty Thursday

Dr. Stewart Newman
Will Lead Christian
Actions Conference

* * Pittsburgh Symphony Will * *
Be Last In Concert Series

The Pittsburgh Symphony Or- next Thursday, March 7.
chestra, William Steinberg, MusThe concert will feature
ical Director and Conductor, Thomas Brockman, a native of
Greenville who will conclude
the program with a piano solo of
one of Schumann's concertos
Brockman, who won initial recognition in Europe, is a product
of the Curtis Institute in Philadelphia, and the Julliard School
of Music in New York City. He
also has studied with Olga
Samaroff, and has played all the
major music centers, including
Town Hall, New York City.
The Pittsburgh Orchestra was
founded under Victor Herbert in
1896, and he composed many of
his famous operettas during his
six-year regime as conductor. It
was later reorganized in 1926
to form the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
In addition to concert tours
the Orchestra is now wellknown for its Friday evening
STEINBERS
will present a performance in and Sunday afternoon concerts,
the Clemson College Fieldhouse special and Industrial Concerts,
to round out the 1956-57 Clem- and Concerts for Ycung People.
toft Concert Series at 8:00 p. m. Further, since William Stein-
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berg assumed the position of
musical director and conductor
in 1952, the Orchestra has recorded twenty-four major works
on the Capitol label.
William Steinberg, who was
born in Cologne, Germany, gave
evidence of great musical talent
at an early age. He was an accomplished violinist at ten, virtuoso pianist at fifteen, and received the City of Cologne's
Wullner prize for conducting
the orchestra at nineteen. He
has conducted or directed numerous musical groups including the Palestine Symphony Orchestra. He has been with the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
for the past four seasons.
The entire program, as announced this week by the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra, includes all or portions of five major works:
1) Strauss' "Don Juan," Opus
BROCKMAN
20; 2) Albeniz' Triana, part of
5) Thomas Brockman, featurthe suite Iberia on which the
composer worked from 1893 to ed piano soloist and native of
his death in 1909; 3) Smetana's Greenville, will play Schumann's
overture to "The Bartered "Concerto in A Minor."

Coker College Glee Club
Performs Here Tuesday
Westinghouse To
Hold Four-Day
Textile School
A four-day Westinghouse Textile School sponsored by Clemson College will be held Monday
through Thursday, March 1821, in the School of Textiles
here.
The school is a result of requests received by the Westinghouse Corp. from South Carolina mill interests.
Selection of the special students will be made by textile
plant management, which will
provide living expenses on campus. Facilities will be provided
by Clemson College and instructors, to be named later, by Westinghouse. Applications will be
received by the Clemson textile school, and no registration
tee will be charged.
The program will be sectionaiized to include study in direct
and alternating current theory,
DC motor theory, AC induction
motors, and electrical drives,
such as cards, spinning frames,
and slashers, used in the typical
textile mill.
The courses will stress demonstrations, visual aids and
practical workshops. The "Textile Handbook for Electrical
Drives", by J. C. Marous, consultant and application engineer for Westinghouse in the
Carolinas, will be the textbook.
Certificates for the completed
course will be awarded at a
Thursday night banquet in the
Clemson House.

Clemson Students
Attend National
Student Ass'n.
Clemson's delegation to the
National Student Association attended the Winter Regional .N.
S. A. Convention at Chapel Hill,
N. C, on February 14-17.
Clemson representives included Newt Stall, Pete Pearce,
J. J. Britton, Harry Bolick, Tom
Anderson III, Bob Erwin, and
Ted Davenport.
Approximately 150 students
were present representing most
of the colleges in Virginia, North
Carolina, and South Carolina.
The Spring Convention of the
Regional N. S A. is tentatively
set for the week-end of April 1114 at Sullins College in Virginia.

Ground-Breaking
Begins Sunday At
Episcopal Church

The Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church of Clemson will launch
an Educational Building construction program Sunday
morning with ground-breaking
exercises at 10:45. Work will
begin within two weeks by the
Rogers Lumber Company of
There will be a very im- Easley.
The Educational Building will
portant meeting of the Veterans' Club Tuesday night at consist of eight classrooms, an
6:30 o'clock in room I of the enlarged kitchen, and a spacious
Chemistry Building. Plans Canterbury Club room. The
will be made at this time for Student room will be readily acthe coming club dance and so- cessible to the kitchen and will
cial, j AH veterans are urged open onto a large patio which
will have an out-door fireplace.
to attend.

NOTICE

tion of Robert E. Fort, Jr. Mr. Fort joined the Hartsville college
music faculty last fall. His glee clubbers will sing in the Clemson YMCA Tuesday at 4 p.m.

Coker College's Glee Club will sing here at Clemson
College Tuesday (March 5) on a week-long circuit of
South Carolina and southern North Carolina.
The girls' chorus of some 35
voices is to appear in the Clemson YMCA Tuesday afternoon at
4. There is no admission charge.
Their annual spring concert
tour will take the Hartsville collegiennes to 11 Carolina communities this season. These engagements mark the glee club's
tour debut under the direction
of Robert E. Fort, Jr. Mr. Fort
joined, the Coker music faculty
last fall.
The Coker choristers will open
their 1957 tour Sunday (March
3) with appearances at church
services in Timmonsville and
Orangeburg. Performances are
to follow at Cayce and Clinton
Monday, Anderson as well as
Clemson College Tuesday, Tigerville and Charlotte, N. C, Wednesday, Florence and Lake City
Thurssday. In addition, a third
church service appearance is
scheduled for the following
Sunday in Sumter.
In Clinton, the glee clubbers
are to sing at Presbyterian College. They are giving Clemson
and Charlotte concerts for the
second straight year.
The tour program as usual
features a variety of outstanding selections, both sacred and
secular, old and new. They range
from memorable carols of different nations to traditional folk
songs and a lighthearted medley of rounds, canons and
catches. Included is a foursong group for a picked sextette
of the glee clubbers.
Two Marion girls head the
glee
club. Junior Eleanor
Blanche Powers is president and
sophomore Anne Davis, secretary-treasurer. Miss Davis also
serves as piano accompanist for
both the full chorus and sextette. The sextette includes
Molly Creadick of Aiken, Marian
Duke of Lake City, Patricia
Hamilton of Dillon, Laurens Mc-

Master of Winnsboro, Sylvia
Pennell of Charlotte, N. C, and
Lois Sawyer of Georgetown. ■
The club's new conductor, Mr.
Fort, has had experience as vocal director and performer. The
young musician holds a bachelors degree from the School of
Church Music of the Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary
and a masters degree from the
Eastman School of Music of the
University of Rochester. A native Floridian, he is also a graduate of the University of Florida.
11

Agrarian" Now
Being Distirbuted to
S. (. High Schools
A 32-page March issue of
"The Agrarian", student agricultural publication at Clemson
College, will be distributed to
state high schools as an aid to
prospective students.
Each department in the school
of agriculture will be featured in
article form, says B. E. Goodale,
professor of dairying, faculty
advisor and co-founder of the
magazine. Student activity in
the classrooms, laboratories, and
clubs will be portrayed by
photos.
Editor Carol Brown of Kingstree reports that 5,000 copies
will be printed. The publication
is customarily sent to all soil
conservationists,
agricultural
agents and teachers in the state;
the Board of Trustees, and to
members of the Commissioner
of Agriculture's staff.
Plans now call for "The Agrarian" to be sent regularly to
parents of all agricultural students enrolled at Clemson.

Bell Telephone Sends
Employees Here Soon
A five-man Clemson College faculty, headed by Dr. J.
N. Thurston, electrical engineering department head, has
been selected to teach communications courses for employees of the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
The company, in cooperation
'
with Clemson, will conduct a < acoustics, transmission lines, accontinuous nine-week school for tive and passive elements and
representatives in nine states. information theory. The final
Engineers from other Bell com- two terms will be devoted to
panies will also be invited to subjects involving telephone opattend the school, which opens erations directly.
Monday, March 4. About 120
It will mark the company's
will be enrolled through March, first engineering training course
1958.
at a college by college instrucIn addition to Dr. Thurston, tors. Students, to include priClemson instructors for the first marily transmission engineers,
nine-week period will be L. C. and plant supervisors associated
Adams, C. P. Goodin, J. C. Mar- with transmission maintenance,
tin and J. T. Long, all of the will live on campus and eat in
electrical engineering staff. Prof. the student dining hall.
Adams is coordinator for the
Bell officials in Atlanta, Ga„
course.
officially announcing the proDealing with increasing com- gram, said Clemson was chosen
plexity in the engineering phase as "best meeting the needs"
of the telephone business, the Cited was the recognition of
course will be divided into three- Clemson's engineering school as
week terms. Each class will "one of the better in the South",
consist of 20 students. Daily location in a small town proclasses will be held in Riggs viding ideal academic environHall, with 24 hours of instruc- ment, and the familiarity of
tion given per week. Bell offi- Clemson professors with the
cials will be provided office Bell System. Staff members
space in the Student Center.
have worked special assignments
The first term will include for the company in the pait.
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From The Chief

The Changing Scene

By THE EDITOR

By TOM BRADLEY and CAROL HUGHES

Social Activities
Each year the prospective college student is flooded
with a number of papers, pamphlets, and bulletins
lauding the college and pointing out the more beneficial
attributes of the college. In most of these publications,
there is a very noticeable lack of a section on the social
activities of the campus. It is more than obvious that
there are not nearly enough functions of this sort to
warrant special recognition in these bulletinsWe at this school have a special problem in that we are
in a comparatively isolated section of the country and
the social facilities of a large city are not at our disposal. The town of Clemson offers one movie; in addition to this, the Y.M.C.A. has a small game room
equipped with pool tables. The "Y" also provides two
movies and a television set for the convenience of the
students. The school lounge has television and certain
other facilities.
These chances for entertainment given by the school
and by the town are all that can be expected of them.
They have met their obligation and the majority of the
students are most appreciative. But the fact remains
that there is a definite need on campus for better social
life. In this vein the clubs must take an active partIt is the responsibility of the clubs and organizations
to introduce more social functions of a higher variety
into the life of the individual member. These social
activities could be of a type which would promote better student-faculty relations and refreshments of a
more mature nature could be served.
The matter of student-faculty relations is one which
has long been a problem but it can be solved in conjunction with a strengthening of club functions. These problems are of immediate interest to the maturation of
this college into an institution of such magnitude that
it can be classed as the pyramid of education.

On Campus

Mth

MaxShuIman

(Authtr »f "Bartfoot Boy With Chttk," tte.f

DIARY OF A COED
MONDAY: Prof Pomfritt sprang quiz in English lit
this morning. If Shakespeare didn't write Canterbury
Tales, I'm back in the steam laundry.... Lunch at the
house —turkey hash. Question: how can we have turkey
hash when we never had turkey?... Smoked a good,
natural Philip Morris after lunch. Yum, yum!... Played
bridge in the afternoon. When game was over, Mildred
OHiphant stabbed me several times with hatpin. Must
learn weak club bid.... Dinner at house — lamb hash.
Question: how can we have lamb hash when we never
had lamb? ... Smoked a Philip Morris after dinner. GoodID! — no filter, no foolin'!... Chapter meeting at night.
Motion made to abolish capital punishment for pledges.
Motion defeated.... Smoked some more Philip Morrises.
Natural! Dreamy!... And so to bed.
TUESDAY: Faculty tea. Spilled pot of oolong on
Dean of Women. She very snappish. Offered her a Philip
Morris. Still snappish. Offered skin graft. No help
Dinner at Kozy Kampus Kafe —14 hamburgers. But no
dessert. Have to watch waistline.... And so to bed.
WEDNESDAY: Got our marks in English lit quiz.
Lucky for me Shakespeare wrote Canterbury Tales!...
Date with Ralph Feldspar. Purely platonic. Ralph wanted
to talk about love trouble he's been having with Mady
Vanderklung. I said things were bound to improve. Ralph
said he hopes so because the last four times he called
on Mady she dumped vacuum cleaner bag on him. Smoked
Philip Morris. Yummm! Dinner at house—bread. That's
all; just bread.... And so to bed.
THURSDAY: Three packages from home - laundry,
cookies, records. So hungry I ate all three.... Quiz in
American history. If James K. Polk didn't invent cotton
gin, I'm in big trouble.... Had afternoon date with Erwin
Trull, pre-med. Nice boy but no loot. Took me to see
another appendectomy. Ho-hum!.. .But we had Philip
Morrises afterwards. Goody, goody, gumdrops!... Dinner at house. Big excitement — Vanessa Strength announced her engagement. While girls flocked around to
congratulate Vanessa, I ate everybody's mackerel....
Then smoked a good, natural Philip Morris. Divoon!..,(
And so to bed.

Laundry Definitely Meets Required Standards;
Students Are Getting Better End Of Bargain
One of the latest and more enlightening developments on the campus is the
change in the service of the Clemson laundry. In the past few weeks the students
have seen a number of improvements in
the quality and quantity of laundry they
are now running through the processes.

Talk of The Town
By JOHN ROGERS

When angels sing and all the choirs of
heaven join in, it will surely not be more
beautiful than the golden-toned voices
of the children from Obernkirchen. The
joy and happiness that pealed forth in
their music was as natural and free as
their laughter might have been in their
own back yards. The beauty of Schubert
and Brahms flowed from them as easily
as from a great orchestraThey are truly the "Angels in Pigtails" and they won the Clemson audience as completely as they have won
every audience which has heard them
sing. There is probably not a soul alive
with a heart too hard to be melted by
the beauty of their music or the happiness of their smiles.
Along about now is a good time for
underclassmen to be planning their curricula for next year. It is a good idea
to think of courses offered here at Clemson which make good electiyes for the
student majoring in any field. It is impossible for the curriculum in any major
to offer a completely well rounded education and in our times it is becoming
more and more important to have at
least a passing knowledge of a great
many subjects in addition to a few things
which are perhaps of no practical value
but which can afford a great deal of
pleasure and personal satisfaction.
Covering the latter group are the music
and art appreciation courses which are
usually popular as well as basic piano and
visual arts courses which can be taken
by any student. At one time a ceramic
art course was offered and shop also can

Don't Get Me Wrong,
Bnt
CDA Gives Clemson Top-Notch Donees;
Laundry Service Has Improved Greatly
We hate to say "We told you so," but
we feel that everyone who attended the
weekend will have to agree that our prediction of "one of the top dances ever
held at Clemson" certainly came true.
The CDA deserves a tremendous amount
of credit for coming through with another
winner-

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY: Days of rest, play,
quiet, meditation, and —aaah! —Philip Morris!... And
SO to bed.
OMax Shulman, 1957
Coeds — and, of course, edt too — In your busy campus week,
a companion ever-constant, ever-true, and ever-welcome it
today'* new, natural Philip Morris Cigarette, made in regular
and long else by the sponsor* of this column.

the part of the student is responsible for
a large portion of friction between the
laundry and student body, so in an effort
to elevate the feeling of opposition, here's
why: At present there is a bottleneck in
the number of trousers which can be

One of the most outstanding improvements which we have seen in the manner
in which the shirts are laundered. Those

laundered in one week, and the reason
for this is that the machinery won't allow

of you who wear white shirts regularly
will be able to appreciate this change. The

any more articles to go through regardless
of the labor behind it. The limit of seven

laundry has adopted the practice of inserting cardboard panels in the backs of all
shirts. Not only does this aid in packing
and stacking shirts, but it also enables a
person to wear a shirt more than one time.

shirts was introduced because of a potential bottleneck in this machinery. Complaints continued to pour in until a time
study was made of the laundry and the

The amount of starch used in ironing
clothes has also been greatly improved.
If you don't use starch in your clothes, all
that the laundry requires is a note in your
laundry bag to the effect that no starch
is to be added to your laundry, and chances
are that with the present improvements
your request will be carried out.
Although the limit on the number of
pieces is still forty articles per week,
there has been a change in the number of
certain other articles allowed, such as
towels and wash cloths. This may seem
to be only a small change, but it is a
definite improvement over the previous
inelastic limits.
We would like to present to you the
reasons for the present regulations at the
laundry in case there isn't a clear under-

findings compared with a national standing. It was found that our laundry met
the required standards.
Another interesting fact which was
pointed out is that a piece of laundry
costs the student exactly two and one
quarter cents no matter what the article
may be. This is of course a mean, but
considering cost elsewhere. We're getting
a bargain.
The laundry has also improved on the
length of time required to process a bag
of clothes. We commend them for attempting to adhere more closely to their
end of the regulations which were thrust
on them as well as the students.
We are extremely happy to see these
much needed improvements take place
and it is our hope that these improvement!
will continue in the future.

A Word To The Wise And Unwise
By Dicky Ballenger, Student Chaplain
If God can make—of an ugly seed,
the kind of people we are, the character
With a bit of earth and air,
we reflect. Dean Wickes of Princeton,
And dew and rain, sunshine and shade—
says, "It is well that this crisis should
A flower so wondrous fair;
urge us to make the world over, but long
What can He make—of a soul like you,
before we can do this we can let this
With the Bible and faith and prayer,
crisis make us over into the sort of people
And the Holy Spirit—if you do His will,
the world is going to need"
And trust His love and care!
The need of the present hour has been.
—A- D. Burkett
challengingly expressed by one of the
Obedience — an easy word for us to
greatest of all Americans, Oliver Wendell
preach, but a very hard word to put into
Holmes. Alexander Woollcott tells of a
practice. Now, as never before, it seems
visit which President and Mrs. Franklin
everyone has his own ideas, and they are
D. Roosevelt made to the aged Justice on
always right. Too many are ready to acthe occasion of his ninety-second birthcept God formally but not personally. We
day, March 8, 1933, just after Mr. Roosewon't let Him into our personal life. We
velt and been launched upon his first
won't break down and obediently bow
term as President. The retired Justice
before Him. Many hold that this is the
was asked what advice he would give in
only answer to the world crisis—obedience
view of the chaotic conditions. Mr. Holmes
under God.
replied, "You're in a war. I have been in
a war. There is only one thing to do in
We are living in times that are disquieta war. Form your battalions, and carry
ing and even terrifying. Our present civilthe fight to the enemy."
ization seems shaky and insecure. The
world is constantly changing. Yet change
In this same spirit we must form our
is our hope as well as our danger. In a
resources and obediently walk with our
changing world so much depends upon
Commander-

By JACK SHAFFER and RAY WACTOR

We told you to

FRIDAY: Got our marks in American history quiz.
Was dismayed to learn that James K. Polk did not invent
cotton gin. He wrote Canterbury Tales. . . . Odd! . . .
Lunch at the house — bread hash.... Philip Morris after
lunch. Grandy-dandy!... Spent afternoon getting dressed
for date tonight with Norman Twonkey. Norman is tall,
dark, loaded —a perfect doll! Only thing wrong is he
never tells girl where he is going to take her. So I put
on a bathing suit, on top of that an evening gown, and
on top of that a snowsuit. Thus I was ready for a splash
party, dance, or toboggan slide.... So what do you think
happened? He entered me in a steeplechase, that's what!

be signed up by students for whom it is
not required.
In the more practical fields are a number of advanced mathematics courses
which may prove of value to students in
many majors. There are also several physics courses which are of general as well
as specific interest. They include courses
in photography, illumination, optics and
others. An English course, "English at
work" may prove to be of particular value
to the engineer who will be expected to
write reports and analyses for layman
reading. Courses in accounting may come
in handy for anyone even though he may
never keep books on any but his own
financesIn the field of general education are a
great many English and history courses
such as Shakespeare, American Lit, The
Romantics, Drama, American History, History of Europe, a number of government
and economics courses. . It was once considered imperative that every college graduate have at least two semesters of a
foreign language also.
For the students who can't look far
beyond the dollar value of education,
you might consider the fact that a sprinkling of these general electives through
your record looks pretty good to a prospective employer. Much has been said
lately about the uneducated engineer
and engineering schools have come in
for a great deal of criticism on that very
point. Taking a few of these courses as
you have room for them in your curriculum is an easy and painless way to
avoid the "one course" category.

standing on the part of the student. Wt
feel that this lack of understanding oil

Guerillos Strike
It seems that when something occurs
as often as has the demolition of the posts
on the lower quadrangle that the "powers
that be" would realize these posts are not
wanted.
We do not exactly approve of these
vandalistic actions, but it does seem to be
the only way students have of expressing
their feelings toward these monstrosities.
If the administration insists on having
posts and the students continue to remove them, a new subsiduary must obviously be initiated. A proposed title for
this office is the Office of Plant More
Holes Hourly.

Took the Hint?
The individuals who previously insisted
upon adorning the Loggia and gaping at

the girls on dance weekends were conspicuous at this past dance by their absence.
Whether this is evidenced that some one
has been reading THE TIGER and taken
the hint or whether they finally realized
how obnoxious they really were is unknown, but the fact remains that they
were not there, and this was a pleasant
surprise.

8AGM.0U3
By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE IV

To the T. N. D. C. I'm glad
To the Red Vest boys. Genone of y'all had a good week- tlemen, your party was a howlend. What happened to the rest ing success. In my travels about
of you?
the campus and into the hills, I
found none better.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
To one Pete Norris. Cheer up, —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
Blondie, now you have seen your
To you share-croppers who
name again. Are you happy
missed the dance. You'll never
now?
learn; this was the best band
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
C. D. A. has had in years. Wise
To
one
Doug
West.
I
hear
anPleasant Change
In the past few weeks there has been a other of your boys joined that up, people, and help make your
subversive organization.. Can't dances even more succcessful.
decided improvement in the laundry ser- you control them, Dripper?
-SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
vice. Promptness, along with the new —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
To one Frankie Martin. Cheer
shirt boards is a factor which has added to
To One! Don't be alarmed,
up, little one, we all have you
Woodie,
everybody
saw
you
this
the improvements.
pegged; just a junior-sized
In view of these changes, we are happy past week-end. It is a shame Frank Anderson.
your ribbon couldn't read "Big
to be able to commend the laundry for a Important Man" instead of "Jun—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
job-well-done.
ior C. D. A."
To Gus Moore—Young hero,
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
Interviews Improved
To one Sea Turner. Sea, you when are you going to learn that
We have been informed that since the should cease making these dis- the only personality you possess
column last week, the response and gen- paraging remarks about ole' lies between your eyes? You
had a vast majority of people
eral consideration toward interviews has Smedley. Can we help it if Mr. believing that you were a genCrosson insists on showing his
improved markedly. It makes us feel true self? Remember, charity be- uine ant-eater, but after this
well to know that some one may have at home. Remember Smedley week-end past, your personality
read the column and taken it to heart. We, sees all and hears all. Careful, opened its mouth and a forked
tongue sneaked out. So young
along with Mr- Hughes, would like to now.
hero, we advise you to stay out
—("MEDLEY EXPOUNDS
thank ybu for your increased interest in
To one Charles Barron. Well of India—we hear mongooses
live there.
the interviews.
done, lad!

-m
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

I hear the C D. A. is planning
en getting Hank Snow for the
next dance in order to get some
of you "share croppers" to turn
out.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

I hear that Charlie Richey had
his date broken for the dance.
Cheer up, Tarzan, you still have
that "touch" with your professors.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

You punks who didn't have
dates last weekend should hang
your heads in shame. Even
Craig (the African) Kennedy
was dating.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To one Jerry Ausband. We
would never have believed it
if we hadn't seen it, Whale. How
do you manage to drink from a
glass with that overgrown facial
appendage? In size it is second
only to that of Skeeter Butler.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

To one Bill Neely. Tell us
(??!;**), did you improve yoyr
vocabulary over the week-en£?
i
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Masterful Performance Under
Leader's Unobtrusive Direction
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INTRODUCED IN V. S. HOUSE
A hew bill banning transportation of alcohol beverage advertising in interstate commerce
has been introduced in the
United States House of Representatives. Television and radio alcohol ads would be affected by passage of the proposed
legislation.
Numbered H. R. 4835, the
measure has been referred to
the House Interstate and. Foreign Commerce Committee. It
was introduced by Rep. Eugene
Siler (R.-Ky.). The committee
has not indicated when it might
consider the bill.
OPPOSITION EXPECTED
The new measure is similar
to one which the Kentucky
Congressman introduced in the
last Congress and on which
hearings were held a year ago.
The bill died in Committee last
July because the House Interstate and Foreign Commerce
group failed to act on it before the 84th Congress adjourned.
The bill met with strong opposition from liquor represesntatives, the radio and television
industry, and the nation's publishing interests. Last week,
Capitol Hill spokesmen noted
that although pressure was
mounting in favor of some type
of control, particularly of radio
and TV alcohol ads, there was
little chance of any break in the
opposition of advertising interests.
LANGER BILL IN SENATE
Last month, Senator William
Langer (R-ND) reintroduced his
bill to prohibit interstate alcohol advertising. It is similar to
the Siler measure except that
a ban on radio and TV ads is
not spelled out as in the House
version.

By TIM TRIVLEY
The Obernkirchen Children's ber of the Choir congratulates
Choir has come and gone, but the honoree individually, the
not from our hearts. There was boys shaking hands and bowing,
Member South Carolina Collegiate Press Association
dedication and devotion in each while the girls shake hands and
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by students of Clem- and every crystal, clear note. curtsy. Afterwards, the honoree
The performance by the Choir, is placed in a chair and hoisted
son College.
under the direction of Miss into the air three times, usually
iHE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The South's most Inter.
«sting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who Edith Moeller and accompanied ending with boys hoisting girls
read it.
by Mr. James Benner, was truly and girls hoisting boys. To cliEDITOR
Thomas E. Hutchinson a quality of excellence beyond max the celebration, the members of the Choir sing Happy
Skeeter Butler compare.
Business Manager _
Birthday in English. For grace,
Their
performance
last
MonW.
G.
Johnson,
G.
H.
Heron
Business Staff _
the Choir hold hands and one
day
night
gave
the
audience
Managing Editor
John Rogers
pleasure, but more, an awesome member says a proverb, "tischCo-Associate Editors
—Ray Wactor, Jack Shaffer wonder as if Miss Moeller's hand speruch", after which they wish
Columnists
Tom Bradley, Carol Hughes produced a kind of audible each other a good appetite. They
Advertising Manager
Jeff Reece
magic. Her unobtrusive direc- travel in four family groups,
Advertising Staff
Bill McElrath, Bobby Treadway tion was masterful. . Their re- with an older boy and girl as
i
Gus Moore
Circulation Manager
pertoire displayed a brilliant Father and Mother respectively.
Robert Suggs, John Hart, Gerry Miller presentation of technique, run- There are no disciplinary probStaff
Jerry Ausband
Bports Editor
ning the galmut from "Steh'na lems. The age limitation is eight
Bill Crosson auf" (Don't Get Up) to Sie Dixie to eighteen. Their favorite
Associate Sports Editor
Don Benx, Nick Carter, Harold Thompson, Tom Anderson
Staff
American food—ice cream.
(Souse, that is.)
_Clif Arbery
Cartoonist ______
Miss Moeller, who herself
This
wonderful
children's
JDicky
Ballenger
Chaplain
cares
for about 20 children,
choir
was
born
out
of
a
need,
Charlie
Spencer
News Editor
.
realized by Miss Moeller and founded the Home with the feelStaff—Tim Trively, Tom Anderson, Zattz Wovertte
Miss Erna Pielsticker. Both Miss ing that a singing child meant a
. Charles Barron
Copy Editor
.. Moeller and Miss Pielsticker are happy heart. She gives herself
Staff—Ronnie Hillhouse, Ed Gettys
Norman Welborn
social workers, interested in the unselfishly to each individual
Exchange Manager
-Walter T. Cox, Joe Sherman, John D. Lane care of homeless children. The as well as the group. It must
IhibHcations Committee
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
children, as well as the Co- not and never should be conFounders, are dedicated to this ceived that Miss Moeller is runSubscription Rate, $2.00
selfless cause ... a home for ning an Institution, but rather
Represented by National Advertisers Service, 420 Madison Ave., New York. N. Y.
homeless children. The Choir a Home.
Box 8567, Clemson, S. C.
Office Phone 274
was started in 1949 to provide
John D. Lane
Faculty Adviser
/
a home in Obernkirchen for the
Ray Davis _______________________________________ Clemson News Bureau
homeless children, because the
Athletic
Publicity
Bob Bradley .
government had taken over their
building for hospital usage. It
was at the 1953 International
Eisteddfod in Wales that the
Choir sang so "buoyantly and
beautifully" that poet Dylan
Thomas "dubbed them 'Angels
It's not tpo late. There is
Box 127
and place us in immediate
in Pigtails'," as well as copping still time for interested stuWesleyan University danger of the total war which
first prize. "The Happy Wan- dents and community people to
Middletown, Conn.
we cannot afford.
derer", by composer Friedrich join the Clemson Community
Dear Sir:
Wilhelm Moeller, was their exo- Chorus.
To our militaristic foreign polThe Chorus is now rehearsing
In an age possessing the power icy is now to be added the EisenThe University of Vienna dus from the stage into our
for a "pop" concert to be given
of unthinkable destruction, it hower doctrine committing us Summer School at St. Wolfgang, hearts.
"We are a group of Happy in the spring. Music from the
must be the primary concern of to military involvement in the Strobl, Austria, will offer
every citizen of this country to Middle East. Expression of pub- courses open to American stu- Wanderers in America's great popular and light classical field
establish international under- lic opinion received by mail in dents from July 14 to August 24, land." While on tour, the Choir will be included. No auditions
standing, and to abolish the Washington has been eight to 1957, it was announced by Ken- celebrates each birthday with a are necessary to join the Chorus.
Those interested in singing are
ever-present possibility of war. one against such involvement. neth Holland, President of the special significance. At the
The United States today is in a We feel it our responsibility as Institute of International Edu- breakfast setting, of the mem- urged to come to rehearsals
position to lead the way towards citizens of the United States to cation, 1 East 67th Street, New ber whose birthday they are Thursday, Feb. 28, 8:00 p. m. in
A contest in colloid and surcelebrating, greens and flowers the College Chapel and again
peace, and it must meet this add to this manifestation of York City.
grave responsibility. We feel opinion. As students we have
Closing date for admission surround the plate, as well as Monday, March 4 at 8:00 p. m. in face chemistry among college
undergraduates was announced
that our present foreign policy, the unique opportunity to do is June 15, 1957. Closing date presents and cards. Each mem- the College Chapel.
today by the University of
founded as it is on the struggle so. If you feel as we do:
for the competition for eight
LOTU MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bible Southern California. The con1. Write individual letters to scholarships is April 15, 1957.
to maintain military supremacy,
test is sponsored by the Conis leading us towards, rather your senator, expressing views.
Designed to promote better
tinental Oil Co. of Houston,
than away from, war. The out2. Urge your student govern- understanding between EuroTexas, and Ponca City, Okla.
come of every arms race in his- ment to draft a petition against peans and Americans, and to
Students of -chemistry -and
tory has been war, and this is our policy in the Middle East, provide an international educhemical
engineering in all accarrying us headlong in the same to be sent to the President.
cational experience, the curricredited colleges and universidirection. The accumulation of
culum
features
beginning,
inCommittee of
ties in the United Stats and Canmilitary strength implies the
termediate and advanced GerWesleyan Students
ada are eligible if they are fullthreat of using that strength as
man courses and courses in the
time undergraduates on April 1.
John S. Mann, Chairman
a means for protecting our inhistory of music and Austrian
A 5000-word report on origiterests. It is unthinkable that
art, the formation of the modnal research in the fields of colwe fully intend to unleash the
ern European mind, and the hisloid or surface chemistry or an
destructive powers of our atomic
tory of Middle Europe. Psyessay on "The Contribution of
weapons on even our most bitter
chology, political science, modAlbert Einstein to Colloid Chemenemies. Yet even if we do not
ern diplomatic history, and inistry" may be submitted for a
intend this, and our threat is a
ternational law are also offer-*
$500 first prize, $200 second
bluff, it is naive to suppose that
ed. Courses other than Gerprize, $100 third prize, excelthis bluff will not eventually be
man will be conducted in Englence
prize of $500 or honorable
called. When it is called, we
lish. To be eligible for enmention prizes of $50. The exwill be compelled to carry out
trance to the three or six week
It is a happy new year for courses, American applicants
cellence prize may also be
our threats, and the use of arms
awarded to the best entry if
will cease to be a bluff. It will Miss Lois Reiss, librarian in the must have completed at least
it satisfies exceptionally high
be a necessity. Our race for Clemson College School of Tex- two years of college work by
standards worthy of $1000.
military supremacy draws us in- tiles for three years. She has a June.
Entry blanks may be obtainevitably to the use of military library for 1957.
An opportunity is provided
ed
immediately from Prof. K. J.
A
three-year-old
provision
by
power.
for summer study combined
Mysels at the University of
the Sirrine Foundation has been with outdoor vacation life at
Our military policy has re- realized with the opening of the
Southern California. Awards
peatedly failed to achieve its Sirrine Library in Sirrine Hall. a mountain lake; courses are
will
be announced and disobjectives. China and northern Lack of space for existing col- held on a large estate on the
tributed by anonymous judges
shore
of
Lake
St.
Wolfgang
in
Indo-China have both become lege functions delayed library
by Sept. 1.
communist in spite of such a plans until completion of the Austria's Salzkammergut disAs contest chairman, Dr. Mypolicy; military action in Korea new agricultural center last trict. In addition to course work,
sels is being assisted by an adthe
summer
school's
$210
fee
for
has solved nothing. Commun- year.
visory committee composed of
tuition and maintenance will inism has continued to spread
V.
K. LaMer, Columbia UniverAn
annual
allowance
of
$1000
clude trips to Salzburg and the
without regard for military alsity; J. W. Williams, University
liances. The growth of fear has been, used for new books festival, and to nearby places 1 —PKAU5E I'M SKIPPING CUSSES lOmr AN" 1 VON'T
of Wisconsin, and A. C. Zettleabout us, reflected in the ner- and library equipment, in addi- of interest. Students will also
WWT/NY0F THE£E fWTFSTO &BCOGH\ZB ME."
moyer,
Lehigh University.
tion
to
the
librarian's
salary.
be able to arrange an excursion
vous plunge into accelerated
military production, is an in- Books have been catalogued ac- to Vienna.
The eight scholarships for
dex of this expansion. We must cording to the library of Concome to the realization that our gress system. All general tex- tuition, room and board, are
military policy cannot halt this tile publications are available, available to well qualified stuadvance. The appeal of com- with bound volumes reverting dents, who would be unable to
attend the summer school withmunism is ideological. On this to 1932.
The library contains a 24-by- out financial assistance. Applifront we have failed to meet the
communist challenge. Do we feel 60 foot main reading room, li- cants for these awards or for
that we have no strong alter- brarian's office, and small work- general admission should write
native to offer the new nations room. The rooms have new to the Institute of International
of Africa and Asia? We submit cellotex ceilings, asphalt tile Education in New York or to
that there is much in the demo- floor, florescent lighting, oak its regional offices in Chicago,
cratic ideals of the United States tables, chairs and counter-high Denver, Houston, San Francisto inspire these new nations. But cabinets of soft-finish natural co and Washington, D. C. The
instead of showing to the world oak. The cabinets and tables Institute is screening U. S. apthe strength of our way of life, were made in the college ser- plications for the Vienna Summer School program.
we show them a military policy vices workshop.
deeply in conflict with the very
ideals upon which this country
is founded. Can we talk to the
Arabs about democracy and
freedom while still supporting
the absolute monarch King
Saud? With our military outlook we cease to view the nations of Asia and Africa as
homes of human beings to whom
our moral standards apply. This
very way of thinking will lose
the respect, friendship, and cooperation of these nations for
us.
We have just witnessed another colossal failure of policy
based on military force. Let us
not repeat the mistakes of Britain and France in the Middle
East. Such action will cripple
us in the ideological struggle,

"th Jttwrs For
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Letters to The Editor

Vienna Summer
School Open To
U. S. Students

Interested Citizens
Still May Join The
Community Chorus

Penthouse Apartment for Bachelors

Bigoted

Southern Calitornia
Announces Contest
or Chem Students

Sirrine Foundation
Finances School Of
Textiles Library

Straight A's in surroundings like these would be a snap. The
picture is taken from a sixteen-page full-color layout currently
running in Playboy Magazine, which describes the ideal penthouse
apartment where "young bachelors can live in masculine elegance". Playboy neglects to inform us how such a setup can be
financed on a college man's income. Perhaps they plan to furnish
do-it-yourself instructions in a later issue.

A Crusade Letter To South
Carolina College Students
By
Charles E, Daniel, Chairman
South Carolina Crusade for Freedom
Recently it was my privilege to attend a White House
dinner during which President Eisenhower and several
of his cabinet members reviewed the troubled status of
nations in Eastern Europe. This analysis concerned
mainly the nations of Hungary, Bulgaria, Rumania,
Czechoslovakia and Poland.
These nations with combined populations over 80,000,000 were swallowed up by the Russians following World
War II. The Communists immediately set about to completely dominate these peoples by controlling their life's
necessities and — equally important — their schools,
teachers, press . . • in short, their minds.
In 1950 the Crusade for Freedom, a privately sponsored
organization supported by the American people, began
its anti-Communist operation of Radio Free Europe. Its
objective, to break the monopoly on news and ideas the
Communists held through their propapanda and controlled radio and press.
RFE and later, Free Europe Press, since that time have
become more than news services. To the freedom-loving
people of Eastern Europe they are theatres, schools,
churches and libraries.
For 3,000 hours a week, RFE beams its broadcasts of
truth and hope into these nations. A recent survey
What these people heard, together with truthful new*
reporting, was not a call to revolution but encouragement that, by peaceful means, they could someday regain their former independence similar to those small
but significant gains made by the Poles recently.
When the first rumbling of the Hungarian revolution
began in early October, RFE urged these patriots not to
strike against the overwhelming foree of Russian occupation armies. But, as it turned out, nothing short of
5,000 Russian tanks could stop that revolution based on
desperation and spearheaded by students who rejected
Communist philosophies and teachings and demonstrated
their hatred of their puppet rulers.
We owe these students a great debt- From their tragic
rebellion the world learned more about Russian Communism as it is practiced today than study of a hundred
books could unveil. It seems to me that your College
Crusade could well be dedicated to these students and
to the lesson they died teaching.
I want to extend to the student body, faculty and administration my personal appreciation for your participation in the South Carolina Crusade for Freedom,
among 500 Hungarian refugees showed that over 90 per
cent were regular listeners to RFE.
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is the word - for flavor!

L C. MARTIN DRUG
COMPANY

Soda—Candy
Supplies

Reg. Gas 31.9

"Where the Crowd Meets"

Free lubrication with purchase of
100 gallons of gas.

Cartee Shell
Service Station

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, S. C.

■ No lecture here — just a promise of the
full, rich tobacco flavor college smokers
want! Try America's favorite filter smoke.
STou'll like the taste. And you'll like the

■filter — a filter that does the job so well
the flavor really comes through to you. Try
Winston for finer filter smoking. Winston
tastes good — like a cigarette should!

R. J.KEYNOLB*
TOBACCO CO.*
WINSTON-SALEM, B.ti*

Pendleton Highway
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Bengals Meet Carolina In Season's Final Game
%f TOM ANDERSON, III
Coach Press Maravich carries
fcis Tiger hardwood corps to Columbia Saturday for a re-encounter of Frank Johnson's
Wallaceled Birds at the Carolina
Field House at 8:00 p. m.
This contest marks the finale for both clubs as far as
the regular season is concerned. The Bengals possess a 3-10
conference record in their battle with Virginia for vacating
the cellar post; therefore, a
victory in the Capital City will
assure them of seventh place,
assuming a Cavalier defeat at

the hands of Duke Wednesday at Durham.
The Tigs rode into Virginia
Saturday in quest of their fifth
consecutive victory, but this was
not realized as Herb Busch and
Bill Miller combined their talents to lead Bus Male's Virginians to an 85-71 win over the
visiting South Carolinians.
The same fate awaited the
Clemsons in College Park Monday night when Maryland's
Tigs by a 74-65 count. Thus,
high-flying Terps toppled the Six of Clemson's ace basketball players are shown just before
Clemson returned with the same one of the exciting games played this year in the Field House.
number of wins with which they Left to right, they are Dickie Yeary, Tom Cameron, Vince Yockel,

Eddie Moncrief, Ed Brinkley and Gene Seay. Seay will be
playing his last regular season game for the Tigers Saturday
night against South Carolina.

left.
Grady Wallace, Inc. will be
out to avenge the 79-71 licking
administered them by the Tigers
on Feb. 12 when the Country
Gentlemen arrive this weekend.
Johnson will probably rely on
the starting quintet he fielded
here recently—Wallace and Dick
Hoffman at forwards, 6:8 Fred
Lentz at center, and Bobby McCoy and "Cookie" Pericola at the
guard positions." Hoffman, Lentz,
and Pericola are sophs; Wallace
and McCoy are seniors.
The long, lean Mare Creek,
Ky., sharpshooter, Wallace, was

Twice Defeated Cubs Wind Up Successful Season Saturday
Tigers Rally
In Whalloping
Purples, 91-79

Frosh Have Winningest
Team In School History
By BILL CROSSON
|Meet the best freshman team in history. Here is a squad
that plays together as a team, not as five or more individuals. Compiling to date a record that beat seemingly
unbeatable frosh unit of 1954, the Baby Bengals have
been declared undisputably the leaders of all freshman
court teams of the past-

Clemson's high-flying Tigers
won their fourth straight game
in Greenville's Textile Hall last
Thursday night with a 91-79
victory over the fourth place
Southern Conference Furman
Saturday night will prove the
Paladins. It was the first time
since the 1951-52 season that the final mettle of the Cubs. It is
then that they meet only twiceTigers had conquered the Pala- beaten Carolina. The Chickens
dins twice in one season and left of Columbia have also posted
ihem with a 7-13 overall rec- an unusually superb record in
ord, while Furman rode on a losing merely to Tigertown and
North- Greenville Junior Col10-15 record after the game.
lege, who, incidentally, are not
Taking a quick 7-0 lead with noted for putting out any halfonly three minutes gone in the way teams. A win on the part
first period, the Purples looked of the Biddies would almost
constitute a tie for the honors
as if they were out to revenge of the top freshman team in
an earlier 80-77 loss to the the state.
rambling Tigs. Sparked by big
The one game played by the
center Bill Hanks and tiny Dick two arch-rivals was such that
Wright, the Purples completely could have very easily gone
dominated the backboards as either way. After grabbing an
Clemson guarded against any early ten point lead, the Biddies
were soon overtaken, and the
kind of a fast break.
With Ed Brinkley and Doug half time score read 45-44. With
Hoffman staying in close to re- Captain George Krajack and
cover rebounds, the Tigers pull- center Walt Gibbons shoveling
ed to within two points of the in 22 points apiece, the Baby
Furman team with two minutes Bengals finally overcame a three
left to play on the fine shooting point difference in the waning
of guard Tom Cameron. Hitting minutes to go ahead for good.
basket for basket, the teams As the buzzer sounded, the
scoreboard showed the home
■wound up the first half with
team to be the victors, 81-76.
Furman on the long end of a big
Carolina will undoubtedly be
44-42 score.
out for blood Saturday, and it
Coming back for the second promises to be a fight from start
half eager and full of pep, the to finish.
Tigers pulled a continuous fast
Led in magnificent style
break and full court press to through out the season by one
completely stymie Lyles Alley's Walt Gibbons, the younger set
Furmans. Hitting for 12 straight has come through a 16 game
points and holding a shaken schedule with only two misFurman team to none, Clemson haps, and those were to the
took a ten point lead with only same team, the Fort Jackson
Eagles, a team composed of
five minutes gone in the half.
However, the Furmans quickly former All - Americans and
rallied around Drick Wright and professional ball players.
Starring in the role of the
Jimmy Herring to tie the lead at
60-all. Then, re-catching fire, "Three Mousketeers of Clemson
the Tigs covered the Furman College," are Walt Gibbons,
basket with a board and took George Krajack, and Dutch
a twelve point lead with six Shample, all from McKeesport,
Pa. The first of these, Gibminutes remaining.
bons, is the center and leading
Finally deciding to try and scorer. Standing at an even
stop the Tiger onslaught, Ally 6'7", this sharp shooter has hit
took out his slow moving team, on the average of 16.3 points per
and put in his fast break team. game. Teammate George KraHowever, even they were not jack is third on the roster with
enough to dampen the now high a total of 222 points, that averClemson spirit.
age out to be 13.9. Making the
Moving faster and faster and trio complete with his fourth
fighting off rebounds and the place per-game is Dutch Shamfast break for the Purples, Cam- ple, as he marks down an 11.1
eron, Ed Brinkley, Eddie Mon- average.
Wedged in between the home
crief, Hoffman, and Gene Seay
stayed off any possible chance town boys appears a West Virof retaliation. Wright fouled out ginian, Don Carver. The sixwith three minutes left to play, foot-five forward had dumped
and Cameron, who has shown in 225 counters to barely reup so well for the Tigers in their main in second place, 14.1. Taglast three games, soon followed ging close, behind is another
West Virginian and still anhim on a disputed call.
A jammed and packed crowd other Pennsylvanian. Hailing
from the Mountaineer state,
of 4,000 partisan fans saw the
Tigers score 49 points in the Frank Marino has it all tied up
for fourth with an identical
second half to Furman's 35 to
11.1 average. The only differsolidly whip the "high school!"
ence lies in the fact that, due
Some 250 Clemson students and to football practice, he was una large number of Clemson fans able to participate in the first
and athletic personnel plus a
four games.
30 piece band witnessed the afBill Warren, of Pennsylvafair.
nia stock, weighs in at 170
Vince Yockel, who went out and is 6'2". He's been getting
■with five minutes left in the 9.9 every game, and is sixth
game, was high man for the man on the club, scoringnight with 24 points. Following wise. North Carolina claims
him closely was Cameron with the only two Southerners on
23 points. Ed Brinkley had 18 the first eight men. Frank
to further help the Tigs. Wright McGuire and Frank Clarke
with 19 and Steve Ross with 18 have made 3.0 and 2.4, reled the Furman "Little Wind". spectively, and round out the

TIGER TAVERN
A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service
Located In Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.
Sandwiches
Fountain Service
Newstand

regular squad.
Included are five more boys
that give the club their bench
strength, and have thrown in a
total of 85 points thus far.
Western Carolina Junion Varsity was the first to feel the
might of the Baby Bengals. After starting the season off in
fine style with a 78-47 win, they
carried on to Spartanburg Junior College. Here the final came
in as 79-49. It is interesting
to note here that initial score
as compared with the next one.
Spartanburg came back for
more, and got whipped by 40
points instead of 30, 92-52.
Wofford's freshmen was the
following victims in an extremely close affair, 78-77. Here
ended their three-game winning
streak. Fort Jackson's team of
whirlwind Ail-Americans and
professionals proved just too
much for the newly-installed
frosh, as they eased by, 78-59.
Perhaps one of the greatest
reasons for the Cubs phenominal success this season has
been their williness to play
together As an example, the
first Furman game where the
Paladin frosh lost, 89-67. Individually speaking, there
were three men tied for the
scoring honors. Gibbons, Krajack, and Marino netted 16
points apiece. Following them
were Shample and Carver,
who had 15 and 14, respectively. Having the first five men
score that close indicates that
there is no so-called "ball
hogs" on he team. Another indication appears as the final
run down on average shooting
per game. In the top five
men, Gibbons, Carver, Kra(Continued on page 5)

Virginia Stops Tig
Winnig Streak At
Four Straight, 85-71

limited to 24 tallies by the tight
Tiger defense in their earlier
meeting. Grady is in the midst
of a torrid scramble for the national scoring lead and was held
to his season's low — eleven
points — last week versus North
Carolina in Chapel Hill. Considering this fact, it is logical to
anticipate an avalanche of shots
from the deft hand of Wallace
in Saturday's fray.
Clemson enters the gams
with four players averaging
in the double-figure category.
Vinnie Yockel has tossed 440
counters through in 22 starts
for an even 20.0 mark on the
season. Ed Brinkley and Tom
Cameron are both over the dozen ppg. average with 12.8 and
12.4 respectively. Gene Seay
is 10.1 for the year. Dour
Hoffman, at 5.5, will round
out the starting team.
The overall record to dat*
stands at seven wins compared
with fifteen setbacks; the conference slate, as mentioned previously, is 3-10.
Yockel holds the team high
for the current campaign with
his 35 point production against
Virginia here on Feb. 18.
As a club, the Tigers reached
their peak (96) points in their
thrilling overtime conquest of N.
C. State here on December eleventh. The Tigs hit the low point
of the year in their 52-59 loss to
Maryland on January 4.
Saturday's tilt in Columbia
promises to be a thriller ia
every aspect—the moral value
of victory, the bearing on final
A.C.C. standings, and the performance that is presented by
Wallace, a definite All-American contender. Columbia will
indeed be host to many Clemson students and Tiger followers this weekend as the
Clemson - Carolina rivalry
reaches another climax.

Despite an inspiring four
game winning streak, the Tigers
were unable to contain a
stronger Virginia team on their
own home court, as they went
down in defeat, 85-71.
Vince Yockel shared the scoring honors with Hardy of the
Cavalier in netting 24 points
apiece. Following their team
leaders in the point column were
Brinkley and Busch, as they
gathered 20 each.
By ending their longest victory string since 1953, the Bengals posted a 3-9 record in the
Undefeated in college circles on the season, Carver, Bob Fratesi, Frank McGuire, George
Clemson's sensational cubs take on USC's Bid- Krajack, James Weed, Bill Warren, Dutch Atlantic Coast Conference. This
gives the Cavaliers, in their bedies Saturday in Columbia. The Cubs are (left Shample, Frank Marino, and Bill Cooper.
lated bid to escape the cellar,
to right): Walt GibbonsT Frank Clarke, Don
another chance to tie up the
bottom spot in the conference.
To accomplish this feat, the
The South American llama,
Tiger courtmen will have to lose
at least one of their remaining used for centuries as a beast of
two games, and Virginia must burden, has always refused to
carry any weight more than 100
take their last one.
Duke emerges as the host to pounds. The uncanny animal,
the optimistic Virginians, and humorously nicknamed t h o
Mighty Maryland fought to as-1 the Tigers had whittled the who was high scorer for the will be out to revenge the beat- "Ship of the Andes," seems to
sure itself of at least a tie for I Terps lead to four points, as night, hit on a 35-foot hook shot ing received only this week at know his exact limitations and
the Charlottesville quintet's balks like a mule at the moment
second place in the Atlantic climed to a 69-65 deficet. This to clinch it for his teammates. hands.
of over-loading.
In the process of shooting his
Coast Conference's final stand- was the closest margin that the
ings last Monday night as they victors were held to since the last-second hook, he was fouled. |
roared to 74-65 league victory opening two minutes of the sec- After the final buzzer had sounded, Halleck marched to the free
over the Tigers in College Park. ond half.
GREENVILLE, S. C.
MARYLAND EASED one bas- throw line and sank his charity
This win left third place holdComplete Outfitters to Men, Young Men,
ers Wake Forest and Duke bat- ket in to make it 71-65, and be- shot to post the final score.
tling for the runner-up ■ spot, as forefore the Bengals could get Pacing the Tigers in defeat
and Students
they both have two more games in position to tally, Jim Hallack,
(Continued on page 5)
left on their schedule.
Coach Maravich and his Bengal quintet dropped to a last
place tie with Virginia as a
consequence of the loss.
MIDWAY IN the first half,
the Tigers had built up a five
point lead, as they went ahead,
13-8. The Terrapins were not
to be denied, however, for only
minutes later they solved the
defense of the Tigertowners, and
poured in 12 counters in 6%
minutes. During this one-sided
interlude, the visitors were held
WHAT IS THE NOISE IN A
WHAT IS A TALL, BONY NORTHERNER!
scoreless.
BOWUNG ALLEY?
With only 15 seconds remaining to be played in the contest,

Maryland Staggers Tiger
Seventh Place Chances

STONE BROTHERS

icklers!

ACC Standings
(through games of Tuesday, February 26)
W L Pet.
W L Pet.
North Carolina
13 0 1.000
23 0 1.000
Maryland
9 5
.643
14 9 ' -609
Duke
7 5
.583
12. 9 .571
Wake Forest
7 6
.538
18 7 .720
North Carolina State
6 7
.462
14 10 .583
South Carolina
4 9
.308
14 11 -560
CLEMSON
3 10
.231
7 15 .318
Virginia
3 10
.231
6 16 .273
GAMES REMAINING: Virginia at Duke (Feb. 27), Maryland at Georgetown (Feb. 27), North Carolina at Duke
(Mar. 1), Clemson at South Carolina (March 2), Wake
Forest at N. C State (March 2), and Virginia at Washington and Lee (Mar. 2).
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HAIRCUTS!

INERTIAL NAVIGATION -a missile
guidance system requiring no terrestrial source of
energy, no earthbound direction—involves advanced,
creative thinking of the highest order for:

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Physicists
Let ARM A talk with yon about TOUR future in
this dynamic and challenging field.
Learn about ARM A's pioneering role in Inertial
Navigation when our representative visits your
campus shortly. Ask your Placement Officer
for details.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS MARCH 6
Or you iMtff send inquiries tot
Mr. Charles S. Fernow
Administrator of Technical Education
Shnsm American Bosch Arma Corp.
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WHAT IS A PALE ROMEO!

MESSAGE to Botany majors: today's lesson is easy. No
spore lore, plant cant or stalk talk. Just the fact thai
Luckies' fine tobacco is A-l Puff Stuff! This information
won't help you graduate, but it'll cue you to the best
smoking you ever had. You see, fine tobacco means
better taste. A Lucky is all fine tobacco... nothing but
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste
even better. Why settle for less? You'll say a Lucky *
the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

STUDENTS! MAKE $25

Wan Don

OOVS MARTIN.

CIGARETTES
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*. OF SOUTHERN CAL.

i Do you like to shirk work? Here's some easy money
—start Stickling! We'll pay $25 for every Stickler
we print—and for hundreds more that never get
used. Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers.
Both words must have the same number of syllables. (Don't do
drawings.) Send your Sticklers with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Luckies Taste Better
"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER
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McHugh Presents Swim Plan
tfTOfc

TitEk
By JERRY AUSB AND
WAY TO GO, GIRLS!
A letter came our way from Frances Woodward at Anderson College this week expounding on the Anderson
College basketball team:
"Dear Jerry,
"Since Anderson College girls have always backed
Clemson in all of your sports activities, we thought that
you might be interested in a recent game we played.
"The game was held February 21st in which A. C. girls
beat the Anderson City champions- The score was 47-31.
High scorer for A. C. was Nancy Busbee with 23 points.
Frances Woodward, Heidi Yarborough, and Martha Moore each contributed 8 points. Guards were Pat
Johnson, Lillian McGee, Patsy Parker, and Judy Dantzler. I hope we rate some mention in THE TIGER.
"Sincerely,
■ "Frances Woodward
"Associate Sports Editor, Yodler
"Box 176—Anderson College
"Anderson, S. C."
Sure do appreciate the letter, and more luck to you
In the future—you can't go wrong with Clemson.
C'MON FELLOWS, LET'S GET WITH SWIMMING
Plans are announced elsewhere in this issue for a
course in competitive swimming. The course, to last approximately three weeks, is to be conducted by swimming
coach Carl McHugh and a host of assistants including
many of today's and yesterday's swimming team members.
The purpose of the plan is to promote better competitive swimming at Clemson since no scholarships are
Den for swimming. This is probably the best plan ever
to come out of the annals of CAC to promote any minor
sport, if there is such a thing on this campus.
We think that Coach McHugh has done an excellent
job with his swimming team over the years though he
has had but little help in his work.
With only two of this year's swimming team not being engineers, it is truly amazing how well he has done.
We wonder if any other school which does not give
scholarships and which has the number of engineering
students on its swimming team can make this claim.
We must give credit to these men who have participated
through the years on their own time. They have done
better in their circumstances than any other team at
Clemson.
This new plan could be a way to solve all the old problems, for it gives £veryone a chance to compete on the
varsity team who would like to swim for Clemson. True,
men on the swimming team give freely of their time,
and it is at times difficult to keep up both studies and
swimming, but so it is with all extracurricular activities.
We hardily enjoin you to think about this program,
and if you decide you are interested, meet Coach Mc.
Hugh Monday at 4 in EnAn B. It should be one of the
best things ever to happen to Clemson Sports—remember, whether or not Clemson swims a team next season
is up to you, the students of this institution-

By Dick Carter
Swimming Coach Carl McHugh announced today plans for
a three week period of instruction in the art of competitive
swimming. McHugh said that
the instruction course will include pictures and demonstrations of the competitive swimming technique.
Past and present members of
the varsity swimming squad
will act as instructors for the
sessions. McHugh. is initiating
this plan so that he may find
material for next year's swimming team in addition to giving
interested boys a chance to learn
something of the sport. All interested students are invited to
turn out for the practice sessions.
All of those students who
are interested in competitive
swimming and especially in
swimming for a Clemson varsity team are asked to meet
with Coach McHugh in Engineering Annex B on Monday,
March 4. Pictures of the recent state meet in which The
Citadel won and Clemson
came in second will be shown
at that time, and plans for
work-outs at the "Y" pool will
be discussed.
Since only seven of this year's
swimming team will be returning for next season's grind
among the ACC and other
schools, a minimum of eleven

swimmers are needed to fill up
the team for next season. There
are places open in all of the
different strokes and in diving.
The strokes which will be offered in competitive swimming
are the back, breast, butterfly,
free, and instruction in the relay, distance, and sprint divisions.
It is stressed by the instructors and by Coach McHugh that
anyone who turns out for the
meeting Monday and succeeding
days will not find the course
for conditioning or anything on
that order. The main purpose
is to develop the different styles
of swimming strokes for competitive purposes.
Clemson offers no swimming
scholarships, members of the
team participating of their own
spirit and time. All students
have an equal opportunity to
make the team, as it is left up
to them to work and develop the
desire to win. Competitive
swimming requires work but
the satisfactions derived from
being on a winning team are
many.
Whether or not there is a
swimming team representing
Clemson next year is up to
you—the students of this institution. Competitive swimming requires work, but the
satisfaction derived from being on a winning team are
many.

Annual Clinic For
Coaches In Area
Set For Mar. 14-16
The second annual Clemson
Coaching Clinic will be held
here March 14-16, Athletic Director Frank Howard announced
last week. This year, as last,
the three-day session will be
held in conjunction with Clemson's spring football drills which
are scheduled Feb. 18-March 16.
The initial clinic last year
met with complete success with
over 100 coaches from a three*
state area attending. The program is again being held especially for South Carolina coaches
but anyone is invited to attend.
The meetings will be handled
by members of the Clemson
coaching staff and will include
topics on defense, offense, punting, passing, and other phases
of the game. In addition to
Howard, others who will take
part on the program are line
coach Bob Smith, end coach Bob
Jones, defensive backfield coach
Banks McFadden,
offensive
backfield coach Charlie Waller,
head freshman coach Covington
McMillan and assistant freshman coach Don Wade.
Coaches attending the clinic
will be able to see the Clemson
team work out Thursday and
Friday and on Saturday will
witness the intra-squad game
between two evenly divided
teams.

Tiger Swimmers Take Second
Place In Annual State Meet
By JERRY AC SB AND
Clemson's Watermen wound up
their regular season matches
taking second place in the State
Championship in Columbia last
Saturday. The Citadel amassed
a total of 104 points to lead the
three teams entering the tournament in the USC pool for their
second straight championship.
Clemson totaled 64 points in
racking their second place, while
the University of South Carolina was third with 61 points.
Citadel captured seven out of
ten first places in winning the
first place honors. The Bulldogs set three new state records
in the 400 freestyle relay, the
400 medley relay, and the 200
yard breaststroke.
Wes Millard, who held two
state records for the Tigers going into the meet, broke both
of his old records. Millard was
clocked at 2:27.9 in the 220
yard freestyle to break his old
record of 2:28.8 which he set
in 1955.
Millard also broke his 1955
record of 5:29.2 in the 440
yard freestyle with a clocked
time of 5:27.5.
Louis Ackerman, long known
for his feats, established a new
state record with a time of
2:29.6 in his first try at the
record in a state meet. It was
the first time the event had
been swam at a state meet.
Citadel shattered the 1955 record of Clemson in the 400 freestyle relay of 3:51.9 with a siz-'

zling 3:48.6 Clemson took only
third place in the event with a
time of 4:16.6, some 28 seconds
slower than the Cadets. USC
took second place.
Art Richard of Citadel broke
Ideman of Citadel's 1952 mark
of 2:50.9 with a fast 2:46.9, four
seconds off the old record. Citadel's relay team also took the
400 medley relay with a time
of 4:30.8 to establish a new state
record. It was also the first
time that the 400 medley had
been held in a state meet.
Individual artists other than
the first place winners included Bo Wilson with 2:41.6
in the 220 freestyle for a
fifth place, Happy Stover and
John Dowdle taking sixth and
fifth in the 50 yard sprint,
Ackerman with a fourth and
Stover with a sixth in the
100 yard sprint, Dowdle and
Hugh Murphy with fourth and
fifth in the 200 back, Wilson
with a 5:57.0 in the 440 free,
and Eric Philpott and Harry
Gilmer with a second and a
fifth in the 200 breast.
The Tigers forfeited the diving competition, with Citadel
taking first and third places and
Carolna capturing second and
fourth places.
Clemson took second place in
the new 400 medley relay, while
Carolina was third. Richard Carter of Clemson still holds his
1952 record of 2:31.2 in the 200
back stroke
The mermen from the hills
wound up their regular season
with a 2-5-1 record, winning
over South Carolina and Wake

Forest for their conference place.
The Tigers lost to Duke, North
Carolina, North Carolina State,
Maryland, and Davidson, although the Davidson score was
a close 46-39 one. The one tie
came at the hands of Virginia
with a 43-43 score.
Clemson closes out its swimming season with the ACC
championship this weekend in
Chapel Hill. Meets will be
conducted on Friday and Saturday at the beautiful Tar
Heel pool. North Carolina is
the defending champion.
North Carolina and North Carolina State both have excellent
seasons, and both swim very few
men. The Tar Heels downed the
Tigers 62-24 while State was a
winner by a 46-32 score.
Clemson should stack up
rather well in the events as the
Tigers have downed both the
Demon Deacons from Wake Forest and the Carolina Gamecocks
in regular season matches, and
taken a win over the Birds in
the state meet.
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Footballers Continue Improvement
During Spring Practice Sessions
By TOM ANDERSON, III
With a week and a half of spring football drills completed, Coach Frank Howard seems well pleased and very
(Continued from page 4)
optimistic concerning his 1957 edition of the Clemson was guard Tom Cameron. Th«
Tigers.
lanky New Jersey product ral-

MARYLAND

Howard and his staff of seven
began football session on Monday, February 18, and have
busied themselves in attempting
to find replacements for the
eight graduating members of
last season's Atlantic Coast Conference champions.
The only returning starters
are halfback Rudy Hayes of
Pickens, center Donnie Bunton
of Pelzer, and guard John Grdijan of Rillton, Pa.
The Baron of Barlow Bend Is
especially high on rising sophomore quarterbacks Harvey
White and Johnny Mac Goff. He
commented, ". .. White and Goff
have been handling the ball like
they know what to do with it. I
think by the time opening day
comes in September they'll be
ready to do a lot of passing for
me."
White, the big (6:3, 200)
blond AU-American ace from
Greenwood, has moved up from
last year's freshman crew to fill
in for All-Conference signalcaller Charlie Bussey. Other
members of the "experimental",
backfield are fullback Bob
Spooner of Ogdensburg, N. Y.,
right halfback Charlie Home of
Oak Ridge, Tennessee, and
Hayes at left halfback. Hayes
has been switched from fullback.
Along with starting veteran
linemen Bunton and Grdrjan are
tackles Jim McCanless and
Johnny Thomason; ends Ray
Masneri and Whitey Jordan;
and guard Leon Kaltenbach. Up
from the '56 frosh club and
showing powerful determination and definite promise are
tackles Morris Keller and Hal
Olson and guards Lou Cardi-.
leone and Larry Wagner.
The twenty days of drills come
to a climax March 16 with the
annual intra-squad game.

FROSH
(Continued from page 4)
jack, Shaple and Marino, in
that order there is a per game
different in the first three
and the fifth of only 5.2 points.
Wofford, the same team that
gave the Little Tigers such a
hard time in their first encounter surged back in the final
few minutes of the second fracus in a 15 point rally that the
Cub had to stop in order to
wiSn, 78-76. Krajack was the
big gun in that affair as he tallied 24.
This fray marked the ninth
win in a row, and after dumping Greenville High and Furman
again, it was run up to 11
straight. In two contests t'jt
Frosh showed scores of over
100 markers, at the expense of
W. Carolina J. V. and Furman.
As a team, they've been outstanding, and should make the
best varsity material seen in
Tigerville in quite a while.
PAPA WAS A STUDENT
(ACP) — Mixing college and
marriage can sometimes be too
much for one's nervous system.
Upon the arrival of his second
child, a student at Northern Oklahoma Junior College—so says
THE MAVERICK—called friends
with the news:
"It's a father. I'm a girl! I'm
a girl!"

lied 22 points through the hoop
as he steadily improved his
average per game. In the past
three frays, Tom has gathered
a 23, 17, and 22 for each game,
which gives him a respectable
21 plus average for the trio.
VINCE YOCKEL, who prior
to this game had a 20 point per
game total, dropped below par,
as he managed only 14 markers,
12 of which came in the second
twenty minutes of play.
Now only time will tell whether or not the Tigerville squad
can keep their noses out of the
cellar. It all depends on the
o_ome of the two remaining
games in the A.C.C., ClemsonCarolina, and Duke-Virginia.
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THANK YOU, FURMAN
For a small change of pace, Furman University did
fomething nice for Clemson other than giving Clemson
many victories. At the basketball game last Thursday
night, the University officials presented several members
of our athletic staff with gifts for the friendly way in
which the two schools had conducted their athletic activities during the years.
Dr. John Plyer, president of FU, began the pre-game
ceremonies with a gift for now retired Clemson College
doctor, L. W. Milford. Mr. Dobson, director of Furman's
physical education program, presented all-round Clemson coach A. W. "Rock" Norman with another gift. Both
Milford and Norman are Furman graduates, Milford having served as chairman of the Southern Conference some
few years ago.

By ippointment purveyors of sup to the late King George VI, Yardley * Co., Ltd., Londol

THIS AFTER SHAVE LOTION
CONDITIONS YOUR FACE, TOO
Invigorates and softens the skin; soothes razor burn
after any shave, electric or lather... $1.10, plus tax.

Lyles Alley, FU's athletic director and head basket*
.ball coach, presented both "Bonny Banks" McFadden,
who retired as basketball coach at Clemson last year
in favor of football, and Press Maravich, new coach
at The College, with gifts from Furman- Maravich,
whose remarks are becoming more and more "Splentatious" as the South gets into his blood, quipped after
being congratulated on his fine team although he was
a Yankee, "I'm not a Yankee anymore; I whipped my
first Gamecock last week!"
Last but certainly not least came Frank Howard, Clemson's quotable athletic director and head football coach,
Who was presented a gift from Homer Hobbs, FU's head
football coach. Howard wound up his short speech of
acceptance with "As Will Rogers said, 'You ain't seen
nothing yet,'" when speaking of his football team for
the coming season.
TIGER-BITS AND BITES
Ed Campbell of the Charleston News and Courier
quoted Coach Howard as saying that Clemson would
never play Citadel as long as he could help it. And more
power to you, Howard
We hope all of you fans will
be down in Columbia Saturday night for that bang-up
affair. There's a state championship in the fire, plus a
khance for the Tigers to come out of their current tie for
fhe ACC cellar. . • . With spring football practice well
underway now, we think that Ormand Wild's statement
after dinner the other day rather pushes that realization
into.the forefront: "I am going to the room to study; wake
me up for supper."

Smoke modern IM and always get
YARDLEY OF LONDON,

With LiM ... and only L&M ...
can you pick the pack that
suits you best. And only LiM
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*
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(Ed. Note — This is the
fourth in a series of articles
on the various methods of
ticket distribution and seating
all over the United States. At
the end of the series TRAILING THE TIGER will feature
a culmination of the major
features which should, we
think, be incorporated into
Clemson's own distribution
set-up. This week, we feature
Michigan State University in
East Lansing, Michigan.)
*Dear Mr. Ausband:
"I have your note of November 14 relative to the method we
Use in handling reservations for
cur students for football.
"After experimenting for many
years we adopted this plan in
conjunction with the student
body representatives and it has
worked out very well with us. I
can assure you that we encounter less trouble with our students
than a majority of the schools.
"When we were admitted to
the Bis 10, the problem of
reservations for the students
of the visiting school was eliminated. The Conference rule
stipulates that you must supply the visiting- school with
J.000 reservations between the
goal-line and the 50 yard line.
If they need more tickets,
you may accommodate them
with seats in the end-zone,
only if they are available. The
visiting: school handles their
own students out of this allotment. Our own student
body, therefore, must make
application just like any one
else for games away from
home. They pay full price
for these tickets.
"I am enclosing a card of instructions which is given each
student during registration upon
payment of his fees. I am ialso
including a chart of our field
which indicates what portion is
given to our student body. At
this registration the student is
also given an activity book containing coupons. One of these
coupons is allocated for each
game. These books are all numbered and distributed in such a
manner that each class will fall
in a series of numbers. For instance, the senior books may run
between 1 and 500. We allot
tickets to our students on a priority basis, seniors having the
first choice. When they come
to our office for a reservation
a glance will tell us immediately
Whether they are eligible on that

day or not.
"We keep continually in touch
with the Comptroller's Office as
to the number of books issued so
that we can hold back sufficient
number of reservations to cover
the needs. An Athletic Fee is
included in each student's total
fee. For 1956-57 this fee amounted to $7.00 and covered admission to all of cur athletic games
throughout the school year. So
every student is eligible for a
reservation. I have learned during my many years here at
Michigan State University that
the number of students attending the game will vary from 80%
to 95 ri depending upon whom
we are playing. Michigan' or
Notre Dame at home will draw
about 90% to 95% of our student
body, while other games vary
from 85% to 95%. Games like
Marquette University and Washington State drop as low as 80%.
I am giving you these percentages only to show you if every
student was given a season reservation upon registration you
would find many vacant seats
on the day of the games, or they
would be occupied by someone
misusing the students privilege.
"The mechanics of distribution
works out as follows:
"Our student block extends
from the 50 yard line South
around the bend as far as is
needed. This is indicated on
the enclosesd chart.
"On Monday preceding a
home game all seniors are
eligible to pick up reservations. If it's the first home
game he presents his book
and our clerk at the window
removes Coupon No. 1. In exchange, the student is given a
reserved seat stub. We remove
the admission tab on the
ticket. On the day of the game
in order to be admitted the
student shows his I. D. Card,
which has his photograph on
it He also presents his seat
reservation stub. He must
have both! Our gateman tears
the reservation stub in two
so that the student has only
enough to show the section,
row and seat number. This
last operation is done to prevent the student from passing
his credentials through the
fence to his student friends
who may have forgotten his
I. D. card or seat reservation.
"On Tuesday we handle the
Juniors, on Wednesday the sophomores, and on Thursday the

Freshmen. We allow students of
different classes to sit together,
but they can only get their reservations on the day corresponding to the lowest class in the
group. In other words, a Senior,
Junior, Sophomore and Freshman sitting together can get
their reservations on Thursday
the day open to Freshmsen.
"Students are not restricted
to the one day to pick up their
reservations.
They can make
them any time from the allotted
day up to 5:00 p. m. on Friday.
"We place a limit of four to
a student in order to prevent
the clogging of our lines. If we
did not have this restriction you
might find a freshman in line
with all senior books in a Dormtory, Fraternity or Sorority.
"You might think this is a
H
of a lot of work, but
frankly it works very smoothly. We open at 8:00 a. m. with
three serving windows. By
10:00 A. M. the lines are usually broken. Then for the
rest of the day we operate
through one window.
"We give the students until
5:00 P. M. Friday, the day before the game, to get their
reservations. We accept them
at a specified booth at the
stadium on the day of the
game, providing there are still
tickets available. We do not
guarantee a thing after 5:00
v
P. M. on Friday.
"We have an enrollment of
approximately 18,000 students.
With your enrollment of 3,000
or less, this system should work
very nicely for Clemson College.
"I have gone into a lot of detail in order for you to understand our procedure. I only hope
it didn't bore you. If you have
any further questions feel free
to write me.
Sincerely,
L. L. Frimodig
Business Manager of Athletics
Great ideals and principles do
not live from generation to generation just because they are
right, not even because they
have been carefully legislated.
Ideals and principals continue
from generation to generation
only when they are built into
the hearts of the children as
they grow up.

Intramurals Go ice
Into Final Stage
In Basketball

Mel Leads Scoring Column With 20.0; is Third In Rebounding

By BILL CROSSON, Assoc.
Sports Editor, THE TIGER

The Clemson Intramural Basketball program wound up another week of exciting ball this
week-end, according to Intramural Director "Rock" Norman.
Twenty-five teams are entered
in the program, 15 since Christmas of last year.
Not all of the teams have played the same number of games
since only ten of the teams now
competing entered earlier than
the original dead-line and have
not scheduled more.
The championship tourney
which will feature several of
the top teams in the now very
hot league will be played sometime in the near future. This
tourney will decide who will
claim the title of Clemson basketball champion.
Games for the week included on Monday night the Dominoes versus the Section 30
team, the
Southerners vs.
Sumter, and the Raiders vs
Camden. Tuesday night games
were the All-Stars vs. the
FFA, Section 1 vs. the Town
Terrors, and the Tiger Rebels
vs the Rebels No. 1.
Tonight's games feature the
2nd floor of 8th barracks vs. the
Eagles, the Confederates vs
Sumter, and the Yabels vs. B-8.
Friday will see the 5th barracks
vs. the Midgets and Camden vs.
Section 30.
Standings of the top teams
as of Monday night: the Dominoes, the Raiders, and Nu Epsilon all with 3-0 records. Section 34 and the Southerners with
3-1 records. All-Stars with a
2-1 record, while the A-9 and
C-6 boys were tied with identical 1-2 records. The next teams
were Section 24 and Section 31.
Other three game players are
the Eagles with a 3-0, FFA with
2-1 along with 8th Barracks
(2nd floor), and the Rebels No
1. Those with 1-2 records were
the Town Terrors, the Confederates, and Section 21. The Tiger
Rebels, Yabels, B-8, 5th Barracks, Section 30, Sumter, Camden, and the Midgets all have
less than three games.
Intramurals still have some
time left to play. If you are
on a team, don't be late for the
games, for any team which is
not on the floor five minutes after the appointed hour automatically forfeits the game.

EXPECTED BY many people
people to break some of the
records set by Bill Yarborough,
Vince Yockel is fast becoming
one of the better basketball players that has been around Clemson in the past decade.
One of the first that feasibly
could fall, is the lifetime scoring average set by the now-retired Yarborough at 19.1 points
per game. Yockel's now stands,
including an even 20 per game
going into the Carolina fray, at
a very respectible 21.7.
Playing some bang up ball as
a freshman, Yockel started his
stay at Tigertown hitting a little
over 26 points each time. That
year, along with present teammates Moncrief, Yeary, and
Reamer, who will be eligible
next year, he played on a squad
that compiled a record of 16
wins and only 5 losses. Their
accomplishments stood as the
highest in many years until this
season's frosh came along.
HIS SOPHOMORE year proved fruitful, as the New Jerseyite
copped two top places on the
team, and two second places. The
honors for both the number of
field goals made and the total
amount of points scored fell to
the 21 year-old junior His 210
floor shots, coupled with 124
free throws, gave him 544 in the
totals column. Runnerup position was gathered in the percentage space, while 219 grabs from
the boards netted him second
spot in that department. In the
Citadel game that year, Vince
was fouled enough to be awarded 18 throws from the charity
line, and out of which 13 fell
through.
As the '56-'57 season progressed to the third game, which
was with North Carolina State,
Yok emerged as the high man
for the night, running up a
total of 31 counters with a .619
percentage.
By this time, the six-footer
and accumulated 60 points to his
credit in shooting 24 through
the hoop, for an average Of 20
markers for each of the trio.
VTNNIE KEPT the lead in all
three columns, percentage, total
points, and all-over average up
until the tenth game. Almost
to the halfway part of the season with a .477, a 190, and a
19.0, respectively, he relinquish-

ed his command over the accuracy space falling down to a .452.
Furman was the next scheduled contest, and not to be
thwarted in his winning spirit,
Vin started to display his
prowess under the backboards
once more.
Once again his eye and deadly
left handers proved their worth
as Yockel emerged as high man
for the night against a powerful
Wake Forest five. In a losing
cause he sunk 33 points for what
was thought could very well be
his crowning scoring spree of
the season. This was proved a
falacy later on however, as the
speedy forward came within 11
points of tying the existing
school record of 46 in a single
game.

The University of Maryland, as had been expected Carolina State with 6 1-2, and
South Carolina with two to
before, successfully defended her Atlantic Coast Con- cop the seventh position.
ference indoor track championship last weekend with
Maryland's Terps also domi61V2 points to far outdistance North Carolina, the run- nated the freshman division with
30 1-2 points to lead North Carnerup team
However, it was Jim Beatty, while Duke, the third of the ex- olina with 22, Duke with 21, N.
the Tar Heels great distance pected top three teams entered C. State with 20, Virginia with
runner, who highlighted the big in the conference division, scor- 19, and Wake Forest 4. Clemson
Saturday with tremendous ed 20 1-2 points racked up a and South Carolina tied for the
seventh position with 2 points
spurts in both the mile and two third place.
each.
Clemson,
who
carried
only
mile runs to lead all the individNon-conference teams entered
ual runners. Both times, Beatty four varsity conference compecame from behind to outdistance titors to the meet, was the were Tennesse, Alabama, Florififth rated team on points da State, Georgia, and others.
Maryland's Burr Grim.
The fourth annual indoor with a total of 7 1-2 during FSU captured the first place nongames saw Maryland take its the meet. Wake Forest did not conference teams with 50 points.
fourth consecutive title over all score in the varsity conference Georgia had 23 to wind up in
the runner up spot. Davidson
the conference teams involved. division. Other teams in the
with
22, East Carolina College
conference
were
Virginia
with
North Carolina
amassed 32
points to become runner-up, 13 to come in fourth, North with 5, Roanoke College with 5,
and Presbyterian College with 1
by Dick Bibler wound up the non-conference
llTTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
scorers.
Among the approximately 160
athletes who entered the meet
were such stars as Beatty of
North Carolina, Dave Sims of
Duke who tied the world-record
in the 60yard dash with a 6.1
clock, Dave Scurlock of UNC,
and Burr Crim of Maryland.
Maryland, almost a sure bet

REFRESH WITHOUT
FILLING
DRINK!!...

EVEN THIS extravaganza was
not sufficient to help out the
average much, but the rebounding still came with assuring regularity, as 108 remained on top.
On again meeting Wake Forest,
this time at home, Yockel came
through with his first perfect

Bengal Trackmen Show Well A t
Fourth Conference Indoor Meet
to win with such stars as Grim,
Ed Cooke, in whom most of the
Terps' strength lies, who holds
the record in the shot put, Lou
Sergi who holds the record in
the 600 yard run, and George
Hogan who holds the high jump
record topped the field.
Clemson's four entrants did
rather well for themselves,
taking one second place, two
fourths in the individual, and
a second place in the two mile
relay.
H. D. Tinsley took fourth
place in the mile run which
Beatty captured behind Grim
of Maryland and Everett
Whatley of North Carolina.
The Clemson relay team took
second place in the two mile
relay behind the rambling
Terps of the University of
Maryland. State and Virginia
fell behind in that order.
While Jim Starboard of
Maryland was taking high
honors in the 70-yard high
hurdles, John Steedley of
Clemson was running him a
close second. Walt Simmons
tied for the fourth place with
Duncan of Maryland.

WHEN THE University of
South Carolina invaded the field
house here, Vince iniated wht
was to begin a five-game supremacy of being high man for
the team. Starting with Carolina, and carrying right on
through to the University of
Virginia game, he copped ths
honors with a 23 against the
Gamecocks, 17 with The Citadel, 35 in Virginia, and a pair
of 24's against both Furman
and Virginia.
In what was considered a definite upset, Yok made the greatest amount of points in playing
Furman over in Textile Hall,
as he pushed down 35 for tht
night.
It's a toss-up to decide where
Vince looked the best; whether
it was while playing Furman on
their own home court in scoring such a prodigious amount,
or with the Virginia quintet,
where he personally led his
teammates to the victory by tallying six in overtime to win this
latter victory brought the team
stint at the free throw line, out of the cellar for their first
acquiring a 1.000 by making all time in the A.CC.
three shots. After all of the
WHICHEVER ONE it is, or
figures were added up, it was
found that the 6'3", 180 pounder possibly another game, Vince
once again led in rebounding, and Yockel has certainly been one
as a result of improved shoot- of the mainstays as the Tigers
ing, was tops in total points enjoy their best year in the
and over-all average with a 19.2. Atlantic Coast Conference.

"What's it like to be
A MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
AT IBM?"
Four years ago, Yale senior lee Baker asked himself fhfs question?
Today, as a Product Control Engineer in IBM Manufacturing Engineering;!
Lee reviews his experience and gives some pointers that may be helpful1
to you in taking the first, most important step in your engineering career*1

"It's tough," Lee sympathizes, "for
a college senior to feel confident about
choosing a job. For four years he's
been trained to be critical and deliberate about making decisions. Now,
faced with the biggest decision of all,
he has only a few months in which to
attend job interviews, separate the
facts from the propaganda, and select
a company—not to mention passing
exams and graduating at the same
time."

How to select an employer

What's "IftV like at IBM?

To the college senior faced with s
job decision, Lee has this to say:
"Pick your employer by this simple
test: 'Is the company expanding fast
enough to provide adequate scope
for your talents and ambitions? Is it
interested in your long-range management development? Will it treat

At IBM, Poughkeepsie, Lee lives
a "full life." He belongs to a local
sports car group, drives an Austin
Healy. He skis at Bromley. He is a
member of the IBM Footlighters and
a local drama workshop. At present,
he shares an apartment with two
other engineers and a "medium-fi"
set, but plans to marry "the girl
next door" (in hometown Hamburg,
Conn.), in the very near future. In
this connection, Lee advises seniors
to pay special attention to company
benefits. "They may seem like a
yawning matter when you're single,
but they mean a lot when you assume responsibilities. IBM's are the
best I know."

Lee, with a B.S. in Industrial Administration, came to IBM in 1953.
Starting as a Technical Engineer in
Production Control, he was immediately assigned to the General Manufacturing Education program—a

"Selling" the system

you as an individual and match your
abilities with the most challenging
assignments?'"

Designing a paperwork system

10-month course with rotating assignments in all phases of the work
—manufacturing, purchasing, production. In addition to four weeks of
j formal classroom study, he also spent
| two in the Boston Sales Office, calling
! on accounts with the IBM salesmen.

HOW PRACTICAL IS MOONLIGHT?

*Ht? KX'T UX* UKC MUCH CO***- W YflJ 6HOUU? SEfe

HEYWARD MAHON CO
reenvilU

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

The bookworm said, "A moonlight nighfc
Is apt to be a worthwhile sight,
But after you're through with it
What can you do with it?"
MORAL: Plenty, chum! Open up
your libido and let in some
moonlight. Take your pleasure
BIG ... smoke Chesterfield King.
With that big size and that big
taste... it's the smoothest tasting
smoke today 'cause it's packed
more smoothly by ACCU«RAY.

Like yotjr pleasure BIG?
A Chesterfield King has Everything;
tSC[for neh phOotephicol verm accepted for puilieo*o*. Chetterfieid, PJO. BOX 31. Neu York 46. N. T.

Lee's career was temporarily interrupted by a two-year hitch with the
Air Force in Korea. Back at IBM
in 1955, he has since been promoted to Production Control Engineer. His present job is to design
paperwork systems to insure a smooth
flow of work through the plant where
the famous IBM electronic computers
are manufactured. "It takes creative
engineering ability to design these
systems," says Lee, "and it takes
administrative ability to 'sell' a system to higher management and make
it stick."
DATA PROCESSING

For his part, Lee feels IBM has
met this test. Since 1953, he has seen
new plants open, dozens of new products evolve, hundreds of new management positions created. Greater
authority, responsibility and reward
have come his way. And he knows
they will continue, for IBM sales

Recognition of individual merit

have been doubling _pn the average
every five years since 1930. He likes
the "small-team" engineering system
that assures ready recognition of individual merit. And he appreciates the
fact that IBM hired him despite his
impending service hitch.

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS

Lee livesjo lull life

IBM hopes that this message will help to
give you some idea of what if s like to
work in Manufacturing Engineering at
IBM. There are equal opportunities for
E.E.'s, M.E.'s, physicists, mathematicians and Liberal Arts majors in IBM's
many divisions—Research, Product Development, Sales and Technical Services.
Why not drop in and discuss IBM with
your Placement Director? He can supply
our latest brochure and tell you when
IBM will next interview on your campus.
Meanwhile, our Manager of Engineering
Recruitment, Mr. R. A Whitehorne, will
be happy to answer your questions. Just
write him at IBM, Room No. 9201,
590 Madison Ave., New Yo-fc 2

IBM

TIME EQUIPMENT

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION
MILITARY PRODUCTS
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by Dick Bibfer

Pulsating Clemson Grows
And Wonders Multiply

(Editor's Note: Reprinted the food here was of the finest,
from the Columbia Record.)
served in the massive new dinBy Henry F. Cauthen
ing room of the "new" part of
CLEMSON—The wonders of Clemson's housing equipment.
Clemson College multiply. One
If you haven't been in this
would like to imagine all South
Carolinians realize what has hap- enormous dining room, you
pened at his institution over the should stop sometimes and simlast 25 years, but he doubts that ply have a look at it. Its exthey do.
It is one thing to drive through panse stops you, in some awe.
Clemson now, and another to
On occasions such as Homestop, and walk and inspect. coming, Clemson naturally is
Even the "old grads" must be
re-impressed on each succeed- busy and crowded and that was
true last weekend. The traffic
ing visit. '
Clemson has always been an was dense, but well handled by
"agricultural and mechanical" the Highway Patrol. There was
college, and for more than half an excited bustle everywhere—
a century has contributed trained men to the state's agrarian in the attractive public rooms
and industrial and commercial of the Clemson House, overeconomy. Yet through the years looking the college, in that trewe suspect many people not mendous dining room, in the
fully acquainted with the situ- quadrangle, in the domitories,
ation have continued to look upon Clemson as almost exclusively everywhere.
an agricultural institution.
Clemson's "downtown" which
It is that, all right, and vitally has grown considerably in reso. But it is also a college cent years, was busy.
teaching the technology of other
All of this isn't true every day,
fields—areas of science be- of course, but even in the norcoming more important by the
mal flow of life during the colhour to our increasing technical lege terms Clemson is no longer
world.
the quiet place in the foothills
During a week-end there one it once was; it is the busy,
met "Clemson men" from New pulsating location of a great colYork, from Pittsburgh, from De- lege—one contributing so ditroit, from Philadelphia. It is rectly to the essential utilitarian
said that among the largest
needs of our state.
chapters of the Clemson Alumni
Residential!}', Clemson is a
Association are those in New beautiful place, with the seasonYork and Philadelphia! Here ed old faculty homes of another
are the engineers and other tech- era, set in trees and back of
An essay contest will select nicians produced here in the
huge lawns, now sharing this
three Clemson College student Oconee hills, along with the men
service of housing with many
representatives to the annual who come out as up-to-date, new homes of contemporary
scientific
agronomist,
husbandspring conference of the Society
architecture.
men, dairymen and, very imNo longer do the under-gradfor Advancement of Manage- portant, as teachers of agriculuates appear in cadet uniforms,
ment at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
ture as county agricultural and one accustomed to that is
Seniors and juniors in in- agents and instructors of agrirather touched by the change.
dustrial management will vie culture in high schools.
But Clemson certainly is prosClemson has become one of pering and advancing despite it.
for all-expense-paid trips with
the most important centers for
1500-word themes on "Why I the teaching of the technology of
Choose to Locate in the South- textiles. Its textile school is a AND THEN WE HAVE
east." The contest ends March good one and has the active sup- DEFINITIONS
(ACP)—The following from
18. Judges, announced by Wal- port of the textile industry,
lace Trevillian, industrial man- through the Sirrine Foundation the Capital University Chimes
agement department head, are Fund, donated by that industry. in Columbus, Ohio:
A—a rare feat.
The graduates who met here
Frank Jervey, Clemson, pastB—grade given student doing
president of the Clemson Alum- included men almost swank in
ni Corporation;; Dr. Kolman Le- appearance, and some of them A work.
C— grade given when profeshotsky, head of the forestry de- were farmers, too. It must be
partment; and Hugh Watson, put down as a reflection of the sor loses grade book.
Coed—candidate for Mrs. derelative prosperity of agriculprofessor of English.
The regional meeting, of ture, despite the moanings of gree.
Frosh—a fellow who buys his
southeastern members, will be politicians that Secretary Benheld at Gatlinburg, April 4 and son hasn't done right by the books before the first exam.
Cramming—intellectual over5. Heading an imposing list of farmers. This isn't to say the
speakers are Vice - President politicians are entirely wrong, eating after a long period of
Richard M. Nixon, Governor but it is to say there were no starvation.
* • * •
Frank Clement of Tennessee, evidences of "starving" farmers
MAN
OF
THE HOUR: One
at
Clemson.
Of
course,
not
all
and Rear Admiral Lewis Strauss,
chairman of the U. S. Atomic farmers are Clemson graduates. whose wife told him to wait a
And speaking of "starving," minute.
Energy Commission.

Km
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'- Veteran's Corner Here are authoritative answers from the Veterans Administration to questions of interest to former servicemen and
their families:
Q. I pay my GI insurance
premiums on a yearly basis.
What if something should happen to me shortly after I make
•my yearly payment? Wouldn't
my beneficiaries be entitled to
a refund of the advance payment?
A. Yes. The money not yet
applied to your insurance coverage would be refunded to your
■beneficiaries at the time VA
settled the insurance claim.
Q. I am a disabled Korea veteran receiving vocational rehabilitation training. Am I entitled to VA medical care while
I am in training?
A. Yes. You may receive
medical treatment which VA
determines to be necessary to
prevent interruption of your
training, even though the condition is not directly connected
with your military service.
Q. Is it possible to finish my
high school training under the
War Orphans education program?
A. No. The law prohibits regular high school training.
Courses in schools below the college level may be taken only if
they fit you for specific vocational employment.
Q. I would like to study
abroad under the Korean GI
Bill. Would this be allowed under the law?
A. Yes. Foreign GI training
Is permitted so long as you take
a VA-approved course in an accredited college or university.
Q. May a veteran change his
Korean GI Bill program of
training if his progress in his
present course has not been'
satisfactory?
A. He may, providing he
shows VA that the lack of prog»ress was not due to his own
misconduct, neglect or lack of
application, and if he has not
changed his program prior to
that time.
Q. Are there any restrictions
on GI insurance that would
make the policy invalid if the
veteran holds a hazardous occupation?
A. There are no such restrictions on GI insurance. The
veteran may engage in any occupation, no matter how hazardous, without altering the terms
of his policy or the amount of
his premium.
Q. Is it possible for a young
man or woman to take a regular high school education under the War Orphans Schooling
program?
A. No. The law prohibits regular high school studies under
the program. Below - collegelevel courses may be taken only
If they offer specialized vocational training that equips students for vocational goal.
Q. I lost my discharge from
the Armed Forces. Can VA
provide me with another?
A. VA cannot provide you
with a replacement for your lost
discharge. Instead, you should
write to the Department of Defense, Military Personnel Records Center, 9700 Page Boulevard, St. Louis, Mo.

Episcopal Church
Plans Pancake
Supper Social
On Tuesday evening, March
6th, the annual Pancake Supper,
sponsored by Holy Trinity Episcopal Church, will be held at
the Parish house. Supper will
be served from five until seven
. o'clock.
The men of the parish will
be the cooks and waiters, and
Dr. George E. Bair will be in
charge. Students are cordially
invited.
The admission is seventy-five
cents; children under twelve,
fifty. The supper is a celebration .in honer of Shrove Tuesday,
the last day before Lent.
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Clemson To Supply
Three Students To
Essay Conference

Amateur Radio I
Revolution In Courtship
In the March issue of Harper's Magazine Dr. Charles
W. Cole, president of Amherst College, undertook to
Group Holds
answer some questions on the subject of a revolution in
courtship and dating procedures, and especially going
First Meeting steady.
After reviewing the whole

created the present democratic
The Clemson Amateur Radio
Club held its first meeting of delicate process by which a system, under which any girl
the second semester Tuesday, boy and girl decide to go steady with a steady is just as well off
Feb. 19. At this time the mem- —or go monog, as the current as any other girl with a steady.
college phrase has it—Dr. Cole
bers elected Dennis Kelas, Pres- rendered these ideas on the Since each boy wants a steady
too, and since the number of
ident; Jimmy Mullis, Vice-Pres.; subject as to why the old ways boys and girls are about equal
Gene Gilfillin, Sec. and Treas.; of dating were dropped.
everybody seems better off at
and Pat Patterson, Publicity
"The new folkways may be present, though it is possible
related to the Great Depres- that some polygamous male inChairman.
Anyone who is interested in sion when a boy putting out stincts are thwarted. On the
Amateur Radio in any way is money for a girl on dances, other hand, girls would insist
CLEMSON ADDITION—New urged to attend the next meet- movies, or the like wanted to that the new system was created
members of the growing ing March 5. The dues are $1.50 be sure of some return on his by the boys who are aggressive,
chemistry family at Clemson until March 19, after that they investment. It is also true that possessive, and jealous of all
College is the $600 Todd pre- will be raised to $2.00.
the fiercely competitive social rivals.
cise fractionating column, used
"The new ways may also be
Last semester Leon Price, Pat life of the 'twenties with the
to separate liquid mixtures at Patterson, and Whitey Parks ap- stag lines and the cutting in and related to the search for security.
different boiling points. At plied for their Novice Licenses the multiple dates meant that The boy or girl- who has a
work on a thesis for his M. S. They are now KN4MAR, KN4- a popular girl had a very good steady is secure. Each partner
degree is graduate assistant MUZ, and KN4MOW, respec- time indeed.
knows that the other can be
William Sutton (right) of tively. Gene Gilfillin passed
"It may be that the less popu- counted on for the coming dance
Burlington, N. C, under the the Conditional Class Exam and lar majority of girls slowly or the next ball game."
supervision of Dr. J. H. Hob- is now K4JKJ. Arthur Klinger
son, Clemson professor of has passed his technical license
chemistry. Sutton is studying but has not yet received his call
the effect of pressure on com- letters yet.
position of azeatropic mixThe Amateur Radio Club
tures. The column has 53 hopes to begin some projects
MONDAY, MARCH 4
theoretical plates under op- this semester in order to increase
Bell
Telephone
System—CE,
EE, ME & Ph
timum conditions and can be the interst of the Club's memused in organic synthesis. bers. The Club is trying to set Marquardt Aircraft Co.—Engrs. and Physics
(Clemson News Bureau Pho- up a Club Station which will be Dunn Engineering Assoc, Inc—Elect. Engrs.
to)
available to all licensed memTUESDAY, MARCH 5
bers. The Club members are
Bell
Telephone
System—CE,
EE, IM, ME & Ph
also looking forward to a tour
of a Greenville Television Sta- Chrysler, Inst. of Engrng. & Missile opns—Engrs.
tion, although this is not defi- Combustion Engineering, Inc-ChE, CE & ME
nite. Later on there will be a
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6
trip to Walhalla for a steak supARMA Div, American Bosch Corp—EE, ME & Ph
per.
'
National Save Your Vision
The Meeting room for the CluB Eangamo Electric Company—EE, ME, & Ph
Week will be celebrated March is in the Basement of the Sixth
THURSDAY, MARCH 7
3-9, with the South Carolina Barracks.
N. Amer. Aviation, Los Angeles Div-Engrs & Ph
Optometric Association sponsorFederal Telecommunications Lab-EE & Phys
ing the observance in this area. pain of waiting for a date.
The young man who just re- The Mead Corporation-Ch, ChE, CE & ME
"Adequate Vision for School
ceived his college degree rushed American Thread Company—Textiles
Achievement" will be the sloFRIDAY, MARCH 8
out and said: "Here I am world;
gan in honor of the centennial
N. Amer. Aviation, Los Angeles Div-Engrs & Ph
I
have
an
AB!"
And
the
world
of the National Education Association, an organization of more replied: "Sit down, son, and I'll Northrop Aircraft, Hawthorne, Cal-Engrs & Ph
than 600,000 American teachers. teach you the rest of the alpha- Food Machinery & Chemical Corp—A&S, EngrsOptometrists in this state are bet."
scheduled to appear before Parent-Teacher Associations and screened in projects co-sponsorother audiences to explain the ed by Lions Clubs and other
ANDERSON, S. C.
connection between "Eyes and
civic
organizations,
according
to
FARM
IMPLEMENTS
SPORTING GOODS
I-Q." In many communities
throughout the country school Dr. Ben F. Emanuel, president
Serving This Section Since 1895
children will have their vision of the association.

Placement Interviews

State Optometric
Association Plans
Week's Activities

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

ENGINEERS

and
SCIENTISTS

r"
i
A Campus-to-Career Case History

we'll be on
the campus
Friday, Marchlst
to discuss
your future at
Boeing
AI Morris (right) discusses a new amplifier system with Howard D. Thomas, one of his foremen.

"After training... ifs up to you"
That's what Alfred E. Morris says
about the Bell System. "And that's the
way I like it," he adds. "Right now
I'm in a job I didn't think I'd have for
ten or fifteen years."
The job Al thought was more than
a decade away is Plant Superintendent
for the Hutchinson district in Kansas
with Southwestern Bell. "You can sum
up my work by saying I'm responsible
for the installation and maintenance of
all telephone equipment in a large part
of central Kansas," Al says. "In times
of emergency—a tornado, for instance—
I have complete charge of maintaining
and restoring service."
Here's how Al describes the steps that
led up to his present job: "I started out

in Bell's management training program
in 1951. This gave me an excellent
opportunity to learn about all jobs in
the company—not just the job I'd be
doing. The program was well organized, and I got a lot out of it.
"My first assignment was to coordinate a dial conversion in La Crosse,
Kansas, a quarter-million-dollar operation. My next assignments were in
Abilene and Lawrence. Both carried increased responsibility.
"I knew I was moving along pretty
fast—but I was really surprised when
my present job came up. It bears out
what my wife and I thought when I
joined Bell—there would be great
chances for advancement,"

Al Morris graduated in 1951 from the University of Kansas
with a B.S. in Industrial Management. He is typical of many
young men who are finding interesting career opportunities
in Bell Telephone Companies, Bel] Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. Your placement'
officer has more information about these companies.

BELL
TELIPHONI
8V8TIM

... where you can rise to the top •
Right now you're in the process of making one of the
most important decisions of your life.
Your decision is important to us, too, because we arc
interested in engineers and scientists who want to get
ahead. We're coming to the campus to give you the facts
you need to judge whether Boeing can help you reach the
goal you have in mind.

vancement. The company's steady, rapid growth assures
plenty of opportunities to move ahead. At Boeing, engineers hold positions right to the top.

The fact that Boeing is an "engineers' company" it
Important to your success. At Boeing, you'd work with,
and for, engineers—men who talk your language, understand and appreciate your work.

Another advantage: Boeing assignments are interesting.
You'll work on such famous projects as the 707, America's
first jet transport; the intercontinental B-52, the nation's
principal long-range jet bomber; the supersonic BOMARC
guided missile, and top-secret programs that probe beyond
the frontiers of the known. At Boeing, you'll be in a
young, expanding industry, one with its major growth
still ahead.

Boeing encourages graduate study, reimbursing full
tuition and fees, plus an additional amount for incidentals.
Every six months, each Boeing engineer is given a merit
review—a personal opportunity for recognition and ad-

So whether you plan a career in civil, mechanical, electrical, aeronautical or industrial engineering, physics or
mathematics (or related fields), drop in for a person-toperson discussion about your future at Boeing.

Personal Interview on March 1
AIRPLANK COMPANY
WMrito, Karmtt

M^tLow—, Hon4m
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>A TOAST TO MrUTBYAND TIE CM. Several Freshmen
FOR THE FA5ULOUS ENTERTAiNMFNT Scholarships Open
To Agriculturalists
m

Fourteen freshman agricultural scholarships at Clemson
College have been announced
for 1957-58.
The scholarships include 10
one-year awards provided by
the Sears-Roebuck Foundation)
three four-year scholarships
furnished by Smith-Douglass
Co., Inc., Wilmington, N. C, and
the George E. and Leila G. Singleton scholarship contributed
by G. H. Singleton in honor of
his parents.
Deadline for applications is
May 15. Application forms are
obtainable by writing the agricultural scholarship committee of the school of agriculture
at Clemson College.
South Carolina entrance examinations will be given at 9:30
a. m. on March 9 and April 13
at Clemson, USC, Winthrop and
Wofford; on April 27 at Clemson, and May 11 at Charleston,
Conway, Florence and Walterboro in addition to Clemson,
USC, Winthrop and Wofford.

J. E. Cox Is Named Block
And Bridle Show Chairman
J. E. Cox, of Loris, has been Sherard, Calhoun Falls; James
named chairman of the first an- Wright, Johnston; J. C. Rogers,
nual Clemson Little Interna- Williston, and E. N. Miller, Cotional, a student agricultural lumbia.
exposition sponsored by the
Planning committees named
Block and Bridle Club at Clem- include:
son College. The event is set for
Tabulation—Bobby Hammond,
Saturday, April 13.
Modoc, chairman; Richardson
Cox, president of the club, Fitchett, Greensboro, N. C, and
will be assisted by William James Younce, Trenton; awards
Weeks, of Adel, Georgia.
—Richard Johnson, Nichols,
The exposition will feature chairman; John Williams, Penshowings of swine, sheep and dleton; beauty queen — Lane
cattle and judging contests for j Blanton, Tavares, Fla., chairClemson freshmen, Future man; J. J. Birtton and Charles
Farmers of America and state I Segars, both of Sumter.
Also, banquet—R. H. Ham4-H club.
Showmanship chairmen are i mond, Greenwood, chairman:
Roger Chastain, Taylors; Ralph Frank Way, Charleston; RichLeMaster and Calvin Chandler, ard Krauss, New York City and
both of Gaffney, for swine; Dan i Cleveland Sanders, Clemson;
Chamblee, Anderson; Percy i equipment — George Sandifer,
Connelly, Hampton, and Tal- i York; James Chalmers, Walmadge Baker. Coward, for sheep; halla, and William Sanderson,
and Wilbur Ivy, Hemingway; Dillon; cleanup—James WigingCharles Whitesides, Sharon, and ton, Piedmont; William Roberts,
Philip Fidler, Sumter, for cat- Williamston; Frederick Gore,
tle. Judging contest chairmen Myrtle Beach, and Carroll
are Roy Mathis, Gaffney, and Younce, Ridge Spring; program
Charles Pettigrew, Abbeville.
—Harold Arant, Bowman, and
Publicity chairmen are Rufus Thomas Rogers, York.

The Sears-Roebuck awards,
valued at S200 each, are given
on a state-wide basis to South
Carolina boys with farm experience. An additional sophomore scholarship of $250 is
is awarded to the outstanding
freshman Sears-Roebuck scholar.
Smith - Douglass scholarships
are valued at $750 each with
$300 payable for the freshman
year; $200, sophomore year;
$150, junior year, and $100, senior year. Eligibility is limited
to residents of Clarendon, Darlington, Dillon, Florence, Georgetown, Horry, Lee, Marion, Marlboro, Sumter and Williamsburg
Counties.

Coker Glee Club
To Present Varied
Program Tuesday

IM Society Hears
Industrialist Stone
At Recent Meeting

The Coker College Glee Club,
which will sing at Clemson next
Tuesday afternoon at 4:00, has
announced the following program:
I—"Wake, Awake, for Night
is Flying", by Praetorius; "When
the Savior Christ is Born", Polish Carol; "We Hasten With
Eager, Yet Faltering Footsteps"
(from Cantata No. 78) by Bach.
II—"I Wonder as I Wander",
Appalachian Carol; "Awake
Thou Wintry Earth", Dutch
Carol; "Allelulia, (from Cantata
No. 142) by Bach.
The first and second parts of
the program will be rendered
by the entire Glee Club.
The third part of the program
will be rendered by the College
Sextet.
Ill—"Good Night", German
Folksong; "Three Little Princesses", French Folksong; "Madame Jeannette", by Murray;
"Father William", by Fine.
IV—Rounds, Canons, and
Catches: Selected: "The Flea
and the Fly", by Elaine; "Echo
is a Lady Fair", by Weber;
"Lilacs", by Rachmaninoff; and
"The Lark", by Gretchaninoff.

Mr. Gene Stone, prominent industrialist of Greenville, S. C.
and president of Stone Manufacturing Company spoke at the
meeting of the Industrial Management Society Tuesday, February 19.
Mr. Stone, who began in the
garment manufacturing business
twenty-five years ago with five
employees, and who now employs around 3,000, spoke on his
experiences in the business
world. It is his belief that a
person entering the manufacturing field should have three
qualities—a strong imagination,
common sense to curb the imagination, and energy to carry out
the imagination.
The talk which was directly
related to the Management field
was exceptionally interesting
and well received by the Industrial Management Students.

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP, INC.
Everything Photographic
"Between the Banks"
105 E. Whirner - CA 4-0707
Anderson, S. C.

According to a direct quote in
the Anderson (S. C.) Independent of January 15, Anderson
County Representative Frank
Griffin feels that all of the
(Clemson College) Agricultural
Dept. should be covered up.
The statement was attributed
to Representative Griffin as
having been made during an Anderson County legislative delegation discussion of Hartwell
Dam and Reservoir and its effect upon Clemson's educational,
research and extension programs.
Clemson has stated, in relation to the Hartwell Dam project, that the loss of the Clemson bottomlands would deal
"enormous and irreparable damage" to Clemson's research and
teaching activities. The College
has requested that U. S. Army
Corps of Engineers take whatever measures it deems necessary to protect the Clemson bottomlands against inundation by
Hartwell Reservoir.
Before relaying Representative Griffin's statement on to
Clemson Alumni, the following
letter was addressed to him on
January 18:
"Representative Frank Griffin
Anderson, S. C.
Dear Representative Griffin:
In the interest of absolute accuracy, we are asking for your
verification of a direct quote attributed to you in the January
15, 1957, issue of The Anderson
Independent.
It is our plan, in line with our
policy of presenting items of
great Clemson interest to all
Clemson alumni, to publish your
statement in the February issue
of the alumni publication.
The statement attributed to
you is:
'They ought to add 50 more
feet to the height of that dam
and cover up all the Agricul-

tural Department. What they
can't cover up they ought to
bulldoze under. Then they'll
have a good engineering and
textile college.'
In the event you were mis
quoted, please advise us what
the correct quotation should be.
Our copy deadline to the
printers is January 29, by which
time we must send the item to
press.
Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) Joe Sherman
Alumni Director"
The same article in The Anderson Independent attributed
the following statement to Anderson County Representative
W. N. Clinkscales:
"While on the subject, I hope
they go ahead with the Hartwell
Dam and flood those bottoms
with water."
The same letter that was written to Mr. Griffin was written
to Mr. Clinkscales, with the
proper adjustment of quoted
statement.
Mr. Clinkscales' complete reply dated January 23, is as follows:
"Dear Mr. Sherman:
Thank you for your letter of
January 18th, and in reply I
will tell you the exact statement.
We were discussing the sale
of milk by Clemson College in
our Anderson County Delegation meeting and while discussing this matter I said:
'While on the subject of Clemson College. I hope they go
ahead with the Hartwell Dam
and flood those bottoms with
water because I think they are
not worth too much to us as
is, but I believe Hartwell Dam
will be worth millions of dollars to Clemson College in the
future.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) W. N. Clinkscales"

may be held for the second year
by the same student if his record
as a freshman is satisfactory.
Selections are based on high
school record, financial need,
leadership and entrance examination score. The Clemson agricultural faculty committee reviews each applicant.

Nu Epsilon Ends
3-Week Drive
For New Members

Meeting requests from the
textile industry, Westinghouse
Corporation has announced a
four-day textile school for mill
representatives at Clemson College next month.
The school, scheduled March
18-21, will be hosted by the
Clemson School of Textiles, with
instructors provided by Westinghouse. Personnel selected by
plant management will attend.
Classes will be held in direct
and alternating current theory,
DC motor theory, AC induction
motors, and electrical drives in
textiles. The "Textile Handbook for Electrical Drives," the
textbook for the course, will be
supplemented by demonstrations, visual aids and practical
workshops.
Applications will be received
at the Clemson textile school.
There will be no fee for registration.

held its Initiation Supper Tuesday night, Feb. 27 at 6:00 in the
Meat laboratory of the Plant
and Animal Science building.
The meal was served by the
losing team of the membership
drive contest.
Dean of Student Affairs, W. C.
Cox, spoke after the meal about
his work and the future of Clemson College students.
After supper final plans were
announced by "The Clemson
Little International" which is to
be a major attraction on campus, on April 13.
Ten new members were received into the organization:
Michael Orenstein, Staten Island, N. Y.; Vanik Eaddy, Indiantown, S. C; J. S. Vines,
Greenwood; P. C. Cochran,
Manning; Julian Dixon, Columbia; and James Bragg, Columbia;
Harry Goforth, Gaffney; Dick
Kneal, Silver Street; Hugh
Abies, Seneca; Jones Chamblee,
from Anderson.

Adam was the first electronic
Think no evil, see no evil, hear engineer, mainly because he
As its purpose on the cam- no evil—and you will never write furnished spare parts for the
pus, Nu Epsilon strives to create a best-selling novel.
world's first loud speaker.
a welcome atmosphere for the
northern students who otherwise would be neglected with
respect to social activities. When
E new student arrives on campus, a Nu Epsilon member
orientates him in the complexities of college life. The ratio
of northern students attests the
fact that northern students may
be friendless upon arriving at
school for the first time. It is
with this problem that the club
copes.

LITTLE MAN ON '"AMPUS

Dr. Howard Bevis
To Head Special
National Committee
COLUMBUS, Ohio—(I. P.)—
Dr. Howard L. Bevis has been
appointed to head a national
Presidential committee to foster the development of scientists
and engineers in the United
States. Acting upon a report
that Russia has more specialists
than the United States, President
Eisenhower set up a 19-member
committee to study the problem.
"Our technological superiorityis now seriously challenged," the
President said, "by those who
use science for aggression and
conquest." According to a report by the Library of Congress, the Soviet Union is ahead
in the race with 890,000 engineers and scientists to 760,000
for the United States.
■In a letter to Dr. Bevis, the
President said: "For the last
several years, there has been a
growing awareness within the
government and among private
citizens in general that as a result of our continuing shortages
of highly qualifitd scientists and
engineers, we are running the
danger of losing the position of
technological preeminence we
long held in the world."
Eisenhower told Dr. Bevis that
it is his hope that the national
committee will aid the government in defining the problems
involved in the development of
highly skilled engineers and
scientists, and gain the support
of all groups and persons interested in identifying the problem and formulating programs
to solve it.

Maj General Garvin
Textile Department Block And Bridle Visits And Reviews
The Singleton award, valued
Club Holds Its
at $300 per year, goes annually
Army ROTC Unit
to a South Carolina farm boy, Sponsors Four-Day
Gen. Crump Garvin, U.
Initiation Supper S. Maj.
with preference given residents
A., Deputy Commanding Genof Oconee, Pickens and Ander- School Of Textiles
The Block and Bridle Club eral, Third Army visited the
son Counties in that order. It

Nu Epsilon Fraternity, Clemson's Yankee Club, will end its
three week drive for new members at 6:00 p. m. Monday, 4
March 57. Nu Epsilon is an exclusive club for college students
hailing from northern states.
Only these students are allowed to join the club. Several
students have already applied
for membership to the club and
all northern students who have
recently entered Clemson are
urged to join, now.

Eugene Stone, president of The Engene Stone Manufacturing Co.,
Greenville, was a guest speaker this month on the Clemson College campus. He appeared on the first annual lecture series of the
Industrial Management Society, a student group. At left, Professor Sam Willis, society advisor, joins students for the talk.
(Clemson News Bureau Photo)

"Bulldoze" Clemson:

Thursday, February 28, 199(

Clemson College campus on
Tuesday, February 26.
During his visit to the Clemson campus, Gen. Garvin discussed Army ROTC matters with
Dr. Poole and other college officials, and was to observe the
Army ROTC Regiment at drill
Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock.
He also met all of the Army
ROTC Staff and several of the
retired Army personnel on the
faculty at Clemson.
Gen. Garvin was accompanied
by Col. James O. Boswell, Chief
U. S. Army Headquarters, South
Carolina, Lt. CoL John S. Baskin, Brigade Commander at
Clemson in 1939, and Lt. McGregor, Aide de Camp.
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Stetson University
Offers Fellowships
For Iran Study

Chicago, Denver, Houston, Sa
Francisco or Washington, D. C.

The University of Teheran is
offering American students two
fellowships for study or research
in Iran during 1957-i8, it was
announced by Kenneth Holland,
President of the Institute of International Education, 1 East
67th Street, New York City.
Closing date for applications
is April 1, 1957.
The awards cover maintenance, tuition and round-trip
transportation between the
United States and Iran. Men receive room and board in a university dormitory.
The grants are for study or
research in the sciences or humanities, with special opportunities for concentration on Persian language and literature.
Some knowledge of the Persian
language is required.
Candidates under 35 years of
age will get preference for these
awards. Dependents may not
accompany grantees. Eligibility
requirements are: (1) U. S. citizenship; (2) a Bachelor's degree
by the time the award is taken
up; (3) a good academic record
and demonstrated capacity for
independent study or research;
(4) good character, personality
and adaptability, and (5) good
health.
Applications may be secured
from the Institute of International Education in New York
City or its regional offices in

Clemson Theatre
<Th« Country Gentlemen', Theatre)

Clemson, South Carolina

Phone 6011
THURS, FEB. 28

"Top Secret
Affair"
with
Susan Hayward • Kirk Douglas
FRI.
Mar.'l

SAT.
Mar. 2

"Julie"
With Doris Day
MON.
Mar. 4

TUES.
March 5

"Teahouse of the
August Moon"
with
Marlon Brando - Glenn Ford
WED.
Mar. 6

THURS.
March 7

"The Rain Maker"
with hurt Lancaster

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD

T-l$ Worthy successor to the world famous AT-6

MS America's first four engine jet bomber

JUDGE KELLER

Cotton Cord Coots
Cotton Cord Trousers

$7.95
$3.95

IVY LEAGUE

The club contributes to the
welfare of the campus by participating in various services,
sports and activities. One instance is the float display constructed for the Homecoming
festivities this past FalL A project of this kind tends to bring
the members into closer fellowship not only among themselves but also with other students on campus. These activr
ities also provide a better environment in which northern
students may live and work.
Nu Epsilon Fraternity will
still welcome anyone interested
in becoming affiliated with the
organization provided that he
make it known to any member
of the club or come by Rooms
B-603 or 7-327 prior to the deadline for membership. All these
new members will be requested
to attend the next meeting of the
organization on 4 March 57 in
the Club Room No. 1 of the
Student Center, at B:00 p. m.

Visit Us For The Best Sandwich
In Town!
COFFEE
SOFT DRINKS

DAN'S
9:30 A. M. Til Mid-Night

WATCH THAT BALL
OR I'LL TAKE YOU, PAL!

.
/

ITS WORTH THE LOSS
IF I WIN THAT GAL!

F-1M America's first operational supersonic fighter

Engineers, scientists, physicists, mathematicians...

LIKE TO HELP WITH THE NEXT ONE?

YOURE
A PIPE SMOKIMG
MAN? THENJ
YOU'RE FOR
ME!

SIR WALTER KALEIGH'S
BLEMD OF CHOICE KENTUCKY
SORtEYS IS EXTRA-A66D TO
GUARD AGAINST TONGUE B/TE.

FREE!
24-M6C BOOKLET
ON PfPECARE.
JUSTHrt»TETO:
SIR WALTER
RiL£l&H,
Dot. 795-B
LonisTille, Ky.

The North American airplanes of the
future will come from the creative potential of today's young men. Possibly you—
or members of your graduating class —
will help to engineer them. One thing is
certain. They will have to be the best to
merit the space reserved alongside the
famous North American planes pictured
in this ad.
Designing the best airplanes to meet the
demands of the future is the challenging
work North American offers to graduate

engineers and to specialists fa other sciences. If you want to work on advanced
projects right from the start... enjoy recognition and personal rewards... live
and work in Southern California... then
join North American's outstanding engineering team.
See your Placement Officer today to
arrange for an appointment with North
American Engineering representatives
...they will be on campus on:

MARCH 7, 8, 1957

If you are not available at this time, please writet
Dept Col, Engineering Personnel Office,
North American Aviation, Inc., Los Angeles 45, California

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC

